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FOREWORD BY THE MAYOR 

 
 
This IDP is indeed an act of creation.  The beginning of something great and good for all our 
Communities.  It will illustrate our commitment as Government to the needs of our people.  It 
will set clear goals and targets for all of us, i.e. the Municipality and the Community it serves.  
More even it will demonstrate our will to put infrastructure and services in place that will 
ensure a better life for all our people. 
 
In this, the decade of Freedom, we’ll strive to play our role as Developmental Local 
Government to the best of our ability.  We will create an environment for economic growth 
and job creation, as tools for the eradication of Poverty and Unemployment. 
 
The IDP will also bring with it some important challenges, which includes funding for projects 
and programmes.  We believe as a team, Government and its people, we will turn this 
around by going all out in promoting our IDP and its objectives. 
 
It’s with great pleasure that we present to you our contribution to “a people’s contract, which 
will create work and fight poverty”.  The road ahead may seem long and daunting but we are 
confident that with !Kheis Municipality at the helm, we will succeed in ensuring that people’s 
issues are effectively dealt with to pave the way for efficient delivery of services. 
 
 
 
Cllr. S M Jansen 
Mayor !Kheis Municipality  
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Executive Summary 
 
 

This document sets out !Kheis Municipality’s rolling five-year Integrated Development Plan 
containing key municipal plans, sector plans and priorities for the current political term of 
office.  The plan operationalizes key elements of municipal action localising national, 
provincial and district growth and development plans within a rolling 5-year implementation 
cycle.  The IDP is not a stand-alone document and has to be read with a host of other 
strategic issues  of  6 areas such as, Boegoeberg ,Groblershoop, Wegdraai, Topline, 
Grootdrink and Gariep. Preparation of the IDP followed a approved process plan that 
incorporates public participation. Public Participation starts from 07 April 2008 till  
18 April 2008. 

 
Central to the execution of the IDP is the need for economic growth and job creation which 
impacts on each and every choice and decision that the municipality make. The need for 
marketing the region and attracting international and regional investment are also key 
elements in financing the execution of !Kheis Municipality Development Plan. The plan will be 
further refined through a prioritisation process within available budget parameters and 
alternative service delivery mechanisms to reflect an affordable, bankable, implementation 
plan.  The IDP also strives for alignment initiated through the Intergovernmental process 
involving Provincial and National Government.  

 
Key Priority Issues as well as national and provincial strategic issues as encapsulated in 
various national and provincial plans  are concretised and aligned with  the following Key 
Performance Areas   
 
o Basic Service Delivery 
o Municipal Institutional Development and Transformation 
o Local Economic Development 
o Municipal Financial Viability and Management 
o Good Governance and Public Participation 
 
The above KPA’s also align with the Department of Provincial and Local Government’s 
“Guide for Credible IDP’s” where the National IDP Focus Areas are highlighted as well as 
the Local Government: Municipal Performance Regulations for Municipal Managers and 
Managers directly accountable to the Municipal Manager, 2006. Community and stakeholder 
groupings were given ample opportunity to comment on the objectives and in so doing 
influence the IDP. 
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Glossary of acronyms 

 

BEE  Black Economic Empowerment 

CCDL  Consolidated Capital Development Loans Fund 

CDS City Development Strategy 

CMIP  Consolidated Municipal Infrastructure Programme 

DBSA  Development Bank of South Africa 

DHLG  Department of Housing and Local Government 

DME  Department of Minerals and Energy 

DSRAC Department of Sport, Recreation, Arts and Culture 

EPWP Expanded Public Works Program  

FMG  Financial Management Grant 

GDS Growth and Development Strategy 

HSRF  Human Settlement and Redevelopment Fund 

IDP  Integrated Development Plan 

IEM  Integrated Environment Management 

KPI  Key Performance Indicator 

LED  Local Economic Development 

LUM  Land Use Management System 

MFMA  Municipal Financial Management Act 

MIG Municipal Infrastructure Grant 

MIS  Management Information System 

NER  National Electricity Regulator 

PHB Provincial Housing Board 

PMS  Performance Management System 

PPP  Public Private Partnership 

RG  Restructuring Grant 

RGA  Restructuring Grant Application 

SALGA South African Local Government Association 

SDM Siyanda  District Municipality 

SMME Small Medium and Micro Enterprises 

SMT Senior Management Team 

UDZ Urban Development Zone 

UP Urban Planning 

UR Urban Renewal 
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1. Background  

 
This document sets out! Kheis Municipality’s (draft) five-year Integrated Development 
Plan containing key municipality and sector plans and priorities. 
 
The plan operationalizes key elements of the municipal action integrating and aligning  
national, provincial and district growth and development plans within a rolling 5-year 
implementation cycle.  The IDP is not a stand-alone document and has to be read with 
a host of other strategic issues for Municipality and the local areas within its 
jurisdiction, which further details plans and actions.  
 
Preparation of the IDP followed in accordance with the approved process plan that 
incorporates public participation. 
 
Central to the execution of the IDP is the need for economic growth and job creation; 
and strategic choices and priorities.  The need for marketing and attracting investment 
are also key elements in  unlocking the municipal wide potentials identified. 
 
The plan will be further refined through a prioritisation process within available budget 
parameters and alternative service delivery mechanisms to reflect an affordable, 
implementable plan.  The IDP also enhances the municipal contribution to the work 
initiated through the Intergovernmental process involving Provincial and National 
Government.  
 
Key Priority Issues as well as national and provincial strategic issues have been 
integrated into this plan and are defined in  terms of the 5 key performance areas ( 
credible IDP DPLG guidelines)  as follows: 
 
1. Basic Service Delivery 
2. Municipal Institutional Development and  Transformation 
3. Local Economic Development 
4. Municipal Financial Viability and Management 
5. Good Governance and Public Participation 
 
Government has committed itself towards accelerating shared growth to halve poverty 
and unemployment by 2014 and promote social inclusion.  Ultimately growth and 
development take place in specific regions and cities across South Africa.  It is now 
necessary to develop plans that allow for synergy between the efforts of all spheres of 
government to improve the combined developmental impact of the state within the 
Local Municipal sphere. 

 
 

1.2 The Legal Policy framework of the IDP   

 
Since the introduction of the IDP as an instrument of local planning and coordination 
through legislation in 1996, this local planning instrument has evolved tremendously 
through the development of various policies, legislation as well as support and capacity 
building initiatives by National Government, and specifically the Department of 
Provincial and Local Government and the District Municipality.  
 
The White Paper on Local Government in 1998 confirmed the IDP as a crucial 
instrument of developmental local government and emphasized the links between the 
IDP and performance management. The Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Chapter 5), the 
key legislation for the IDP, as well as the Municipal Planning and Performance 
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Management Regulations, 2001 set out the principles for the process to be followed in 
preparing an IDP and specify the minimum contents of an IDP. The first “full” IDP’s 
were due in 2002. As was the case with many other municipalities in South Africa this 
first IDP was a daunting task and although a degree of success was achieved many 
challenges remain to comply with the spirit and content of the legislation, even after 
the first 5-years of annual reviews of the IDP. This is partly due to continuing 
evolvement of the IDP as an “institutional management process” rather than just a 
planning instrument.  
 
The IDP, in line with “progressive” discourse on governance and planning 
internationally, is now centred on integration, performance management and 
participation. This is evident from the legal requirements set out in the Municipal 
Systems Act, 2000 in terms of community participation (Chapter 4) and performance 
management (Chapter 6). Both the content of an IDP and the linkage with 
performance management were further emphasised in the Municipal Planning and 
Performance Management Regulations, 2001. 
 
The Municipal Finance Management Act, 56 2003 aims to modernise budget and 
financial management practices by placing local government finances on a sustainable 
footing in order to maximize the capacity of municipalities to deliver on its 
developmental and service delivery mandate. In order to achieve a closer linkage 
between the planning and budgeting processes the Municipal Systems Act was 
amended in January 2004 to achieve require and explicit link between the IDP and  
budgeting process.      
 
Shifts in policy and practice related to the IDP since 2000 emphasised the fact that the 
IDP`s should serve as a basis for aligning policy, planning and budgeting processes 
across all spheres of government (integration). This resulted in Cabinet and the 
President, in his State of the Nation Address in May 2006, expressing the need to 
complete the process of harmonising the National Spatial Development Perspective 
(NSDP), the Provincial Growth and Development Strategies (PGDS) and the municipal 
Integrated Development Plans (IDP’s). The responsibility for giving effect to this 
decision was given to the Policy Unit in The Presidency. In accordance with this brief 
the Unit set up an intergovernmental project team, comprising of National Treasury 
and the Departments of Provincial and Local Government, Land Affairs and Trade and 
Industry to guide and oversee the project. A key activity of the project entailed the 
hosting of consultative workshops in each province to arrive at a mutual and shared 
understanding of: 

 

 the role of the NSDP in facilitating alignment;  and  

 the processes by which the IDP`s, PGDS and the NSDP could be linked. This 
initiative gave rise to the Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act, No.13 of 
2005.  

 
 

1.3 What the !Kheis Municipal IDP will achieve 

 
!Kheis Municipality’s IDP provides a framework within which the municipality can plan, 
budget, programme, implement and monitor its performance.  The IDP plan is the 
result of a process of engagement with local communities, as well as regional, 
provincial and national stakeholders.   In this IDP we aim to: 

 
a) Establish a long –term vision encapsulating the priorities of the elected local 

Council; 
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b) articulate how the District Municipality aims to address and align with the 

National objectives of shared growth, reduction of poverty and social inclusion; 
 

c) determine the strategic priorities guiding the actions of  local Municipalities for 
the next 5 years through linking and coordination between sectoral strategies; 
 

d) Aligning financial and human resources with implementation needs; 
 

e) set out a strategically informed programme of action for the Medium-term 
Revenue and Expenditure Framework;  
 

f) Strengthening the focus on sustainable development; 
 

g) Provide the basis for annual and medium-term budgeting; 
 

h) Guide Council’s development decision-making; 
 

i) enable legislative compliance; and 
 

j) Provide a monitoring and evaluation framework of the IDP. 
 
 

1.4 What makes the 2nd Generation   IDP different? 

 
 

This IDP takes the work of the post-2002 IDP and its reviews forward in the following 
important ways: 
 
o This IDP is not being prepared in isolation but takes into account the 

harmonisation initiatives from National and Provincial government as well as the 
range of national and provincial development policies and plans. 
 

o There is recognition that the municipality’s strategic approach is sound and 
requires continuity; 
 

o It follows that this IDP provides strategic continuity that allows existing running 
projects and programmes to retain  delivery momentum; 
 

o Various sectoral plans have been completed and now inform the IDP while 
others will be completed during this IDP’s lifespan. 

 
 
1.5 Developing the IDP: The Process Plan 

 
Section 28 (1) of the Municipal Systems Act compels a Municipal Council to adopt “a 
process set out in writing to guide the planning, drafting, adoption and review of its 
integrated development plan” – the Process Plan. The preparation process or drafting 
of the Process Plan is the responsibility of municipal management and needs to 
include the following issues according to Section 29(1) of the Act: 
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 The Ward Councillors Roles and responsibilities of the different role players in 
the IDP process have to be clarified in advance and internal human resources 
have to be allocated accordingly; 

 

 Organisational arrangements have to be established and decisions on the 
membership of teams, committees or forums have to be made; 

 

 A programme needs to be worked out which sets out the envisaged planning 
activities, a time frame and the resource requirements for the IDP process. Such 
a detailed programme of the planning process is crucial to keep track of the 
process and to interact with the different role-players; 

 

 Special attention has to be paid to the mechanisms and procedures for 
community and stakeholder participation during the planning process.  This must 
also be in line with the provisions of Chapter 4 of the Municipal Systems Act, 
2000; 

 

 Mechanisms and procedures for alignment with external stakeholders such as 
other municipalities, District Municipality and other spheres of government also 
need special attention.  These alignment activities have to be decided on a 
mutual binding basis, through a joint Framework for the interactive planning 
process which requires preparation well in advance.   

 

 The identification of all binding plans and planning requirements binding on the 
Municipality in terms of national and provincial legislation; and 

 

 A cost estimate for the whole planning process. 
 

 Since the promulgation of the Municipal Financial Management Act (Act 56 of 
2003) it is vital to align the IDP Process (S28 of MSA) with the Performance 
Management Process (Municipal Planning and Performance Management 
Regulations (Ch3, 2(g)) and the Budgeting Process (S 21, 22 and 23 of MFMA). 

 
 

1.6 Process Plan  

 
 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

During the composition and the annual review of the Integrated Developing Plan 
specific roles and responsibilities were drawn up for all parties involved in the process. 
The first aim of this is to ensure that all involved, know what is expected of them. 
Secondly this way of working ensures that all the tasks and objectives can be achieved 
for the set dates seeing that the different people involved will be kept responsible for 
the tasks they have been given. 
 
According to the above-mentioned, decisions were made on the following roles and 
responsibilities. 
 
The Council 
 

 Consider and accept the planning of the process 

 Consider, accept and approval of  IDP 
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 Must motivate their identified Communities within the municipality to participate. 

 Must lead and facilitate the IDP meetings in their area. 
 
 

The Municipal Manager / IDP Manager 
 

 Is responsible and accountable for the IDP process. 

 To nominate persons for different roles in the IDP process. 

 Preparing of the IDP 

 Make sure that all role-players are involved 

 Co-ordinate the participation of the community 

 React on inputs from the public 

 Ensure thorough documentation of the process. 

 Amend the IDP on request from the MEC 

 Annually review the IDP 
 
 

Heads of Department and officials involved in the IDP (members of the IDP 
Steering Committee) 

 

 Make use of some technical analysis 

 Looking for priorities 

 Relay on information for the budget 

 Is instrumental with the compilation of the IDP 

 Give guidance and advice to the Municipal Manager and IDP Manager. 
 

 
The IDP Steering Committee 
 

 Specify terms for the planning 

 Do intensive research 

 Consider and give comment or inputs to sub-committees 
 
 

The IDP Representative Forum 
 

 Set up a platform for inputs from the community 

 Establish a platform for discussions, negotiation and decision-making between 
interested groups. 

 Ensure communication between IDP Representative Forum and the inhabitants 
of the local municipality. 

 
 

1.7 Institutional Arrangements  

 
Organisational arrangements have to be established and decisions on the membership 
of teams, committees or forums have to be made; 

 
 

 
1.8 Programme  
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A programme needs to be worked out which sets out the envisaged planning activities, 
a time frame and the resource requirements for the IDP process. Such a detailed 
programme of the planning process is crucial to keep track of the process and to 
interact with the different role-players; 
 
Actual process followed in drafting 5-year IDP (Continue annually) 

N
o

 

Timeframe Activity Org Structure Comments 

1   

Advertisement in paper to 
announce preparation of 
IDP and to solicit names 
from organizations to be 
represented in IDP Forum 
as well as a 
memorandum to all ward 
councillors to nominate 
representatives from 
Ward Committees to 
serve on the IDP Rep 
Forum 

Community, 
Ward 
Committees and 
Council 

 

2.   Adoption of Process Plan Council 
Formal Approval of 
Process Plan according to 
s28(1) MSA 

3.   

Memorandum to all 
Directors requesting input 
into Analysis, especially 
Key Priority Issues to be 
addressed for next 5-year 
period. 

Management 
Team (MT) 

 

4   
Input template distributed 
to all Provincial sector 
Departments 

Provincial Sector 
Departments 

A template was circulated 
to all IDP Champions in all 
provincial Sector 
Departments in order for 
them to submit their 
strategic planning issues 
within !Kheis Municipality 
as well as projects and/or 
budgets planned for either 
implementation of these 
projects or to fund 
projects. 

5   
Appointment of Service 
Providers 

Municipal 
Manager 

Service providers were 
appointed after a due 
procurement process to 
assist the Municipality in 
preparing its IDP. These 
service providers only 
assisted where the 
necessary capacity was 
lacking as well as to 
facilitate the different 
workshops and discussion 
groups within the 
Municipality as well as the 
public participation 
process 

6   
Invitations circulated for 
1

st
 Discussion Forums on 

Council, Ward 
Committees, 
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N
o

 
Timeframe Activity Org Structure Comments 

IDP Stakeholder 
groupings, MT, 
Prov. Sector 
Depts. 

7   
Analysis workshop with 
MT and 1

st
 level line 

managers 
Mun. Admin 

An in-depth discussion 
was held with all senior 
managers with regard to 
the present state of 
development of the 
Municipality and what key 
priorities from the 
Administration’s viewpoint 
should be addressed in 
the next 5-year period. 

8   Analysis with Councillors Councillors 

Presentation to councillors 
on outcome of workshop 
on   with MT and to solicit 
the political input in terms 
of the key priority issues. 

9   
Analysis workshop with 
IDP Rep Forum 

IDP Rep Forum 

Constitution of IDP Rep 
Forum, presentation of 
Municipal Analysis and 
soliciting community input 
in terms of the next 5-year 
period. 

10   

A discussion document 
on the Key Performance 
Areas, Strategic 
Objectives and Targets 
for the next 5-year term 
IDP was circulated to MT 
and line managers 

Mun 
Administration 

This document served as 
the base discussion 
document to finalise the 
agreed to Key priority 
issues. 

11   
Invitation to the 2

nd
 round 

of IDP Fora discussions 

Council, Ward 
Committees, 
Stakeholder 
groupings, MT, 
Prov Sector 
Depts 

Invitations were sent out 
for the second round of 
discussions to arrive at the 
agreed to the Key 
Performance Areas, 
Strategic Objectives and 
Targets and to discuss the 
strategic framework and 
prioritization model for the 
5-year capital and 
operational plans.   

12   
Working Session with 
Councillors/MT 

Councillors/MT 

Working session on 
Strategic Focus Areas, 
Strategic Objectives and 
Targets, Institutional 
Scorecard and Framework 
for Projects, Operational 
requirements and Budget 
prioritization. 

13   
Working Session with IDP 
Business Forum 

Business 
Community 

Working session on 
Strategic Focus Areas, 
Strategic Objectives and 
Targets, Institutional 
Scorecard and Framework 
for Projects, Operational 
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N
o

 
Timeframe Activity Org Structure Comments 

requirements and Budget 
prioritization.   

14   
Working Session with IDP 
Rep Forum 

Ward Cllrs, Ward 
Committees, 
Stakeholder 
Groupings, Prov 
Sector Depts 

Working session on 
Strategic Focus Areas, 
Strategic Objectives and 
Targets, Institutional 
Scorecard and Framework 
for Projects, Operational 
requirements and Budget 
prioritization. 

15   

MT Working Session on 
linkage between IDP 
Priorities and the Budget 
allocations and linkage 
with SDBIP and s57 
Managers Performance 
Agreements   

Management 
Team 

This working session to 
deal mainly with the 
linkage of the Budget 
(both operational and 
capital) to the strategic 
priorities in the IDP. 
Managers were provided 
with their respective vote 
no’s initial budget 
allocations to ensure that 
the priority issues are 
addressed and to ensure 
that this linkage is 
continued in the SDBIP.   

PROCESS TO BE CONTINUED ACCORDING TO PROCESS PLAN (Key Activities) 

   

Publish draft IDP and 
Budget for public 
Comment as well as 
Programme for Public 
Consultation on Budget 
and Capital Programme 

  

   Public Consultation   
 
 
 

1.9 Public Participation Plan  

 

 Special attention has to be paid to the mechanisms and procedures for 
community and stakeholder participation during the planning process.  This must 
also be in line with the provisions of Chapter 4 of the Municipal Systems Act, 
2000; 

 
Due to  the fact that the !Kheis Municipality is seen as a dynamic organization that is 
concerned about its Community, an extensive and complete Integrated Development 
Planning process has been launched in the in previous IDP rounds.   
 
The Integrated Development Plan (IDP) of the municipality was therefore drawn up in 
2002 and reconsidered for the brand new judicial area of the newly formed local 
government in 2003.  
 
The target of the Integrated Development Planning process which must be kept in 
mind throughout the process is as follows:  
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To develop a planning system through the implementation and aims of the ground 
development, that will promote community participation as well as to encourage 
participation and partnership between the government and the community. 
 
To set up a framework in the !Kheis Municipality whereby the local community, other 
role-players and interested parties will be given the opportunity to identify their own 
needs and issues as well as plan on how it can be implemented. 
 
Set up space for a root-level approach that will gather and distribute information from 
provincial and international development strategies 

 
 

1.10 Document Structure 

 

 
This IDP is structured in 7 sections: 
 
a) Introduction:  explaining the background and context to the IDP; 

 
b) Driving forces behind the IDP; 

 
c) Analysis: reflecting our understanding of our area and current development 

status; 
 

d) Approach: setting out our approach to improve the region; 
 

e) Strategies:  priorities for growing and developing the municipalities within the 
area ; and 
 

f) Projects: outlining integrated projects to implement in partnership with stakeholders 
 

g) Legally required sectoral plans 
 
 

1. 11 Document Status 

 

In its current format this IDP remains a consultative draft and still has to be finally 
adopted by after considering final input from all relevant stakeholders by end of 
May 2010. 

 
 
2. Driving Forces behind the IDP and      Alignment and Integration Strategy 
 
2.1 Introduction 

 
The !Kheis Municipality  is not developing its IDP in isolation.  A range of National and 
Provincial policy documents inform IDP thinking and creates an important context for 
our own plans and strategies.   
 
Achieving a developmental state is not a responsibility of government alone – let alone 
district and local municipalities. In the spirit of the 2003 agreement at the national 
Growth and Development Summit, stronger social partnerships between government, 
organised labour, organised business and the community constituency are needed to 
address the investment, employment and poverty challenges our country faces. 
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Over the last five years, government has developed a range of intervention 
approaches to support and guide action on growth and development. The most 
important of these documents are: 

 
a) The Ten Year Review: Reflecting on the lessons and experience flowing form the 

first democratic decade; 
 

b) Asgisa:  A framework setting out how South Africa can achieve shared and 
accelerated growth; 

 
c) National Spatial Development Perspective: Outlining a spatial approach to the 

economic development of South Africa;  
 

d) Northern Cape Growth and Development Strategy: Identifying the key levers for 
growth in the Province, and 

 
It is also worthwhile to note the Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act, Act No 13 
of 2005 that provides a tool for co-ordinating and focusing the combined resources of 
government. The “negotiations” within and between the spheres of government need 
to proceed alongside engagements with the community, organised labour, business 
and state-owned enterprises. The !Kheis Municipality’s IDP will draw extensive on the 
spirit of this Act in shaping intergovernmental cooperation in moving from strategy to 
action. 
 
In the sections below we highlight key aspects of the key National and Provincial plans 
underpinning our IDP. 

 
 
2.2 National Growth and Development Strategies  

 
Government’s targets for 2014 are: 
o Reduce unemployment by half 
o Reduce poverty by half 
o Provide skills required by the economy 
o Ensure that all South Africans are able to fully exercise their constitutional rights 

and enjoy the full dignity of freedom 
o Provide a compassionate government service to the people 
o Improve services to achieve a better national health profile and reduction of 

preventable causes of death, including violent crime and road accidents 
o Significantly reduce the number of serious and priority crimes and cases awaiting 

trial 
o Position South Africa strategically as an effective force in global relations 
 
The key tasks in achieving the above targets are: 
 
o To grow the economy and balance increased social spending with higher public 

spending on economic infrastructure and services. 
o Dedicated focus will be paid to government capability, especially that of local 

government as it operates at the coalface of service delivery, by: 
 Focusing Intergovernmental Relations on service delivery and 

development outcomes in the context of the Intergovernmental Relations 
Framework Bill. 

 Ensuring that “Project Consolidate” serves as a catalyst to make the Local 
Government sphere fully functional through an intergovernmental hands-on 
support approach. 
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 Ensuring that the “peoples contract” be realized through active 
partnerships between government, communities and the public sector at 
local level. 

 To ensure that integrated sustainable human settlements and resilient and 
vibrant municipal economies are at the centre of governments objectives. 

 
The above issues need to be reflected in Provincial Growth and Development 
Strategies and Local level IDP’s. 
 
 

2.3 National Spatial Development Perspective (NSDP) 
 
1 Overall Budget 

 

 A cost estimated for the whole planning process. 
 

2 Funding protocols  

 

 Since the promulgation of the Municipal Financial Management Act (Act 56 of 
2003) it is vital to align the IDP Process (S28 of MSA) with the Performance 
Management Process (Municipal Planning and Performance Management 
Regulations (Ch3, 2(g)) and the Budgeting Process (S 21, 22 and 23 of MFMA).   

 
 
3. Background and Analysis  

 
3.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

 
The historical background focuses mainly on the first residents of the Municipal Area, 
and where the name of the Municipality originated. 
 
The !Kheis Municipal Area was initially inhabited by the Khoi-San people, who’ve also 
been the first permanent inhabitants of South Africa.  The San, who lived a nomadic 
life, migrated through the area.  The Korannas (Khoi group) arrived in the area during 
the 18th century.  They were widely spread over the “Benede Oranje” area and 
consisted of various tribes, each with its own captain (leader).  The groups who lived in 
the !Kheis area, was under leadership of Captain Willem Bostander and Klaas 
Springbok.  Many of their descendants still live in the area today. Other Khoi-groups, 
such as the Griekwas, also migrated through the area and intermarried with the 
Korannas.  Later Coloured stock farmers, as well as white hunters and farmers arrived.  

 
The Koronnas tenaciously protected their territory against English invaders, when the 
English wanted to shift the Colonial Northern Border up to the Orange River.  After 
several Northern Border wars, the Korannas power was broken and several Koranna 
leaders i.e. Dawid Diederiks, Jan Kivedo (Cupido), Karel Ruyter (Ruiters), Piet 
Rooi, Klaas Lukas, Jan Malgas, Thomas Pofadder, were caught between 1870 and 
1879 by the English and held captive as political prisoners on Robben Island. (The 
very first people send to Robben Island as political prisoners, were Khoi people).  In 
1883 Piet Rooi died as a prisoner on Robben Island.   

 

The actions of the English against the Korannas left them without leaders, which 

largely led to the fall of the Koranna people.  The fact that the Municipality was given 
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the name !Kheis is indeed an acknowledgment  to the native people who first migrated 

to this area.   

 

3.2 MUNICIPAL BACKGROUND 
 

!Kheis Municipality was established from the former Groblershoop Municipality, 
including the following settlements: 

 

 Boegoeberg 

 Gariep 

 Grootdrink 

 Kleinbegin 

 Opwag 

 Topline 

 Wegdraai 
 
 

These settlements were previously part of the Siyanda and Karoo District 
Municipalities (Boegoeberg: Karoo District Municipality).  These Municipalities 
administrated these settlements and provided them with services up until the 
demarcation in November 2000.  From December 2000, !Kheis Municipality took over 
services and personnel and total service provision took place from 1 July 2001. 
 
Environmental Health Services is still rendered by the Siyanda District Municipality. 

 
3.3 LOCATION AND COMPOSITION OF THE STUDY AREA 

 
The !Kheis Municipal Area is part of the Siyanda District Municipal Area.   The main 
town is Groblershoop and other settlements include Grootdrink, Topline, Wegdraai, 
Gariep, Opwag en Boegoeberg. !Kheis Municipal Area is east and southeast  of 
Upington and was previously part of the Kenhardt Magistrate area. 

 
The nearest settlement to Upington is Grootdrink, situated ± 75 km from Upington. 
Topline, is situated ± 95 km from Upington and Wegdraai, is ± 105 km from Upington. 
All the before-mentioned settlements are situated southeast of Upington. Directly east 
of Grootdrink, you find Gariep, which is connected with a gravel road to Grootdrink 
and a tar road to Groblershoop-Griekawastad. East of Groblershoop you find 
Boegoeberg, which is ± 15 km from Groblershoop on route to the Boegoeberg dam. 
Northwest of Groblershoop is Opwag. The rest of the Municipal Area is occupied by 
commercial farms and commonage land.  
 
A Locality Map (Annexure A) indicates the location of the towns in the !Kheis Municipal 
Area. 

 
3.4 NATURAL RESOURCES 

 
!Kheis Municipal Area is mainly a stock-farming and irrigation area.  The Orange River 
stretches right through the area, from the southeast to the northwest.  It is in actual fact 
the river that makes economic development possible.  Without the river, the area 
would have been much poorer.  Residents of the area also settled close to the river. 
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The presence of perennial river water, contributed mainly to the establishment of table 
grapes, which are marketed and exported to Western Europe.  This industry currently 
provides the most job opportunities in the area.  Unfortunately a large percentage of 
this employment is only seasonal.   
 
The environment also promote stock-farming and people especially farm with sheep 
for the meat market. The stock-farming industry also provides work to local people.  
Sometimes, however, the stock-farming industry is affected negatively by droughts. 
 
The natural environment of !Kheis Municipal Area further creates  opportunities for 
tourism. For instance, the presence of the Orange River is a definite tourism asset, 
since the river provides several tourism possibilities.  The appearance of mountains, 
hills, and large open spaces, could also be allurement for the 4X4 tourists, since 4X4 
routes could be created.  The natural appearance of the area also supports agricultural 
tourism.   

 
3.5 CLIMATE 

 
The !Kheis area falls within a rain shadow.  The average rainfall is 130mm per year.  
Conditions are related to those of a semi-desert. 
 
Summers are very hot with temperatures up to 400C and winters are cold, with 
temperatures averaging 100C, but could also fall below 00C. 
 

3.6 TOPOGRAPHY 
 

The area is drained by several ground levels and non-perennial rivers.  These are 
mainly dry streams which are transformed into strong streams during very wet years.  
From there the water flows to the Orange River.  Few hills / mountains also appear, i.e. 
Asbestos Mountains.  The area is part of the Nama-Karoo Biome. 
 
The natural vegetation is characterized by Karoo plants, which adapted well to the 
environment, e.g. “Kokerboom”, “Witgat” and Camel thorn tree.  Furthermore berg-field 
appears in the Asbestos Mountains with sand-field in between, especially where the 
Camel thorn and “Swarthaak” is the dominant tree species. 
 
Foreign trees such as the Prosopis (Suidwes Boom) also occur in the area, but many 
of these trees have been eradicated already by the Department of Water Affairs’ Work 
for Water-project.  Several types of grass also occur in the area.  Destroying of the 
area is happening, due to the eradication of the Prosopis, without planting of other 
plants in its place.  

 
3.7 SPATIAL ANALYSIS AND LAND REFORM 

 
The !Kheis area is predominantly a rural area, existing of seven towns and 2 
settlements. 

 

 Groblershoop is the main town, with a farm Dassiekop that was bought 
according to the governments’ Land Reform Programme.  The town was properly 
planned. 
 

 In Wegdraai, Topline, Grootdrink and Boegoeberg township establishment took 
place.  At Wegdraai commonage land was also bought according to the Land 
Reform Programme.  In Gariep and Opwag some open spaces should still be 
filled in order to integrate the Community and make service delivery easier. 
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 At Groblershoop, Boegoeberg and Gariep informal housing emerged, for which 
proper town planning is needed. 
 

 At Opwag formal township establishment are in process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.8 DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIAL ANALYSIS 
 

For more information on the analysis and survey which was done by Stabilis 
Development Consultants as part of the Integrated Economic Development Study in 
2001/2, please consult the IDP document of 2003/4, available from the !Kheis 
Municipality.  For the purposes of this reviewed document, the Municipality decided to 
only document the latest information and statistics derived from Census 2001.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please note that the following tables also indicate the latest changes between Census 
1996 and Census 2001 statistics.  This indication would assist in identifying trends and 
areas where development has taken place and those which still need a lot of 
development and strategic planning attention. 
 

Persons 2001 1996 

Males - 0 to 4 1019 822 

Males - 5 to 14 1726 1748 

Males - 15 to 34 2596 2433 

Males - 35 to 64 2176 1702 

Males - Over 65 376 278 

Females - 0 to 4 1043 832 

Females - 5 to 14 1786 1712 

Females – 15 to 34 2609 2326 

Females – 35 to 64 2267 1855 

Females - Over 65 428 327 

Males – Total 7893 6983 

Females - Total  8133 7052 

Persons 2001 1996 

African 743 401 

Coloured 13784 12469 

Indian 6 0 

White 1494 1098 

Total Population 16027 14121 
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3.8.1 Population Group 
 

The population density of the !Kheis Municipal Area has increased since 
1996, although it is still very low. It further increases at certain times during 
the year, caused by seasonal workers coming into the area from Keimoes, 
Griekwastad and Olifantshoek.  

 
3.8.2 Gender By Age 
 

The census data indicates an increase in population as well as, that 49% of 
the current population are male and 51% are female.  

 
3.8.3 Age 

 
The age groups are especially important, since it could be determining for the 
planning of services which needs to receive priority attention at each town.  
Like for instance, the need for medical and social services would be higher in 
a town where the percentage of “old people” is higher than the rest of the 
population. 

 
Migration of old people from farms to towns also places a higher burden on 
the Municipality, especially relating to service delivery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Persons 2001 

None 2817 

Pre-school 163 

School 3315 

College 4 

Technikon 2 

University 2 

Adult Education Centre 0 

Other 6 

Persons 2001 1996 

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 2645 1817 

Community/Social/Personal 328 318 

Construction 139 161 

Electricity/Gas/Water 92 74 

Financial/Insurance/Real 
Estate/Business 

75 15 

Manufacturing 171 157 

Mining/Quarrying 9 11 

Private Households 397 261 

Transport/Storage/Communication 68 117 

Undetermined 134 488 

Wholesale/Retail 369 262 
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3.8.4 Education Institutions Being Attended by 5 to 24 year olds 
 

It is quite worrying to see that only a very small percentage of people currently 
attend any tertiary education institutions.  This directly impacts on the skills 
development levels and employment figures in the area.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3.8.5 Highest 
Education 

Levels 
Attained by 
Over 20 year 
olds 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The analysis indicates, however, a definite increase in people having some 
primary, secondary as well as higher education. 

 
3.8.6 Labour Force 
 

According to the above table, 20.7% of the total labour force is unemployed. 
This directly impacts payments of Municipal services. 

 
3.8.7 Industry 

  
3.8.7.1 Agriculture 

 
The agricultural sector is still the main economic sector.  The commercial 
farmers, farm especially with sheep for meat production, while the 
emerging farmers also farm with sheep and goats. Provincial Government 

Persons 2001 1996 

0 to 4 2062 1644 

5 to 14 3512 3461 

15 to 34 5205 4761 

35 to 64 4443 3538 

Over 65 804 599 

Persons 2001 1996 

Employed 4429 3677 

Unemployed 1162 1079 

Not Economically Active 4128 - 

Total Labour Force 5591 - 

Persons 2001 1996 

No Schooling 1991 1922 

Some Primary 2694 2207 

Complete Primary 977 867 

Secondary 2028 1554 

Grade 12 934 484 

Higher 342 243 
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and Farm Africa are involved by capacitate the emerging farmers in 
sustainable farming and bookkeeping. 

 
Livestock is marketed at Groblershoop, Upington, Johannesburg and Cape 
town.  Cotton, corn, wheat, tomatoes, peanuts, musk melons and 
pumpkins are cultivated under irrigation from the Orange River.  
 
An abattoir is available at Groblershoop, where all livestock from the area, 
as well as other areas, are slaughtered. ±180 permanent jobs are created 
through the abattoir. 
 
In the irrigation sector, focus is mainly placed on the cultivation of table 
grapes.  There are also two wine cellars in the area, i.e. at Grootdrink and 
Groblershoop.  High quality table wine is produced at these wine cellars, 
as well as quality grape juice.  The products of these wine cellars have 
already received several national and international awards.  Several 
permanent jobs are created through these wine cellars. 
 
Lucerne mills at Boegoeberg also provide work to local people.  The 
expansion of the production of Lucerne in the broader !Kheis area is in a 
planning process.  
 

3.8.7.2 Tourism Sector 
 

This sector has not yet reached its full potential.  !Kheis Municipality have 
certain plans in place to stimulate the sector.  Currently the Boegoeberg 
Dam is the most popular tourism attraction in the area.  Additional tourism 
spots will be look at, discuss broadly. 

 
Boegoeberg Dam 

 
Under the previous Local Government, this tourism attraction was 
managed by the Bo-Karoo District Council.  The process to place the 
facility under the jurisdiction of !Kheis Municipality has been finalised  
 
The facility is especially popular for fishing, camping and water sport 
enthusiasts.  A variety of birds and animals also occur. 
 
Cultural tourism 
 
!Kheis Municipal Area witnesses several native groups, stretching out 
across the area.  Groups like the San, Korannas, Griekwas, Coloureds, 
Whites and Xhosas, migrated across the area and settled within the area, 
at one or other time in the past.  These groups each have their own 
culture.  The opportunity exists to utilise these cultural treasures in order to 
draw tourists to the area. 
 
Accommodation1 
 
Accommodation and overnight facilities exists in the area.  The 
accommodation sector is one sector where previously disadvantaged 
individuals (PDI) could get involved in, not only as labourers, but also as 
product owners. 

                                                           
1
 For more information on location and contact details, contact the !Kheis Municipality 
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Support Services 
 
The following support services are available in !Kheis Area. 

 

 Tour Guides 
The total registered tour guides in the area, is unknown.  The exact 
amount would be determined by way of the Tourism Plan for !Kheis 
Municipality (Scheduled to be developed in 2005).  The need would also 
be determined and specific focus would be on the inclusion of PDI’s into 
this service. 

 

 Attractions 
o Boegoeberg Dam 
o Eselkloupan 
o Wine Cellar tours 
o Water Turbine at Winestead farm 
o Bushmen drawings 
o Witsand 
o Mine dump – estate 

 

 Financial Services 
 

Banking services are only available at Groblershoop. 
 

 Airports 
 

The nearest airport is at Upington, ± 116km from Groblershoop. 
 

 Information offices 
 

!Kheis Municipal Area is serviced by the tourism office at Upington.  It is, 
however, part of !Kheis tourism strategy to establish its own Tourism 
Office at Groblershoop. 

 
3.8.8 Occupation 

 

Persons 2001 1996 

Clerks 162 111 

Craft/Trade 181 244 

Elementary 2735 2022 

Legislators/Senior Officials 114 57 

Plant/Machine Operators 120 122 

Professionals 75 160 

Service Workers 132 97 

Agricultural/Fishery 637 - 

Technicians 152 73 

Undetermined 115 - 
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Most individuals occupy elementary positions, which indicate the lack of skills 
development and capacity within the Municipal Area.  This has a direct 
influence on the income and people’s ability to pay for services. 

 
3.8.9 Individual Monthly Income 

 

Persons 2001 1996 

None 9647 8303 

R1 – 400 1892 454 

R401 – 800 3035 3840 

R801 – 1600 568 260 

R1601 – 3200 402 227 

R3201 – 6400 278 249 

R6401 – 12800 103 53 

R12801 – 25600 56 15 

R25601 – 51200 22 14 

R51201 – 102400 12 15 

R102401 - 204800 9 - 

Over R204801 3 - 

 
 

The income levels of residents are especially important in determining the 
type of service which would be delivered to the Community, as well as the 
affordability thereof.  Income levels indicate the economic abilities of a 
Community as well as the poverty levels within a respective Community. 
 
A large number of residents are dependant on government pensions, implying 
that a large part of the residents of !Kheis earn less than R 1 600-00 per 
month and that in itself has a negative influence on the payment of services. 
In total 76% of Communities are subsidized by the services subsidy scheme. 
 

3.8.10 Language 
 

Persons 2001 1996 

Afrikaans 15630 13860 

English 68 22 

IsiNdebele 2 0 

IsiXhosa 74 22 

IsiZulu 51 3 

Sepedi 10 0 

Sesotho 44 4 

Setswana 140 106 

SiSwati 1 0 

Other 8 21 
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The largest number of people still speaks Afrikaans as first language.  
 

3.8.11 Disability 
 

Persons 2001 1996 

Sight 147 94 

Hearing 64 61 

Communication 20 - 

Physical 233 74 

Intellectual 49 38 

Emotional 101 - 

Multiple 43 15 

 
The table indicates quite an increase in people suffering from disabilities, 
which should also effect the economic growth and sustainability of the 
Municipality. 

 
3.8.12 Mode of Travel for Work or School 

 

Persons 2001 

Bicycle 70 

Bus 378 

Car Driver 439 

Car Passenger 594 

Minibus/Taxi 256 

Motorcycle 18 

Train 5 

NA 8391 

Foot 5252 

Other 628 

 
The existing roads in the !Kheis Municipal Area is mainly gravel roads, in a 
general unsatisfactory condition.   

 
The main road from Upington (N10) to Groblershoop, is a tar road.  
Groblershoop is also connected by the N8 to Griekwastad and by the N10 to 
Marydale.  The rest of the connecting roads in the !Kheis area is gravel roads, 
which are in a unsatisfactory condition. 
 
The internal roads and streets have mainly gravel surfaces. Storm water 
drainage is poor and properties are sometimes flooded in the rainy seasons. 
 
The largest number of people still has no access to their own transport and in 
most cases they walk to their destinations or make use of public transport.  
Only a small percentage of people actually own their own vehicles. 

 
3.8.13 Dwelling Type 
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Households 2001 1996 

Formal 3038 2168 

Informal 617 415 

Traditional 223 341 

Other 7 17 

 
Although an increase is shown in formal housing, a large amount of 
households still only have informal housing. 

 
3.8.14 Source of Energy for Lighting 

 

Households 2001 1996 

Electricity 2377 1784 

Gas 19 7 

Paraffin 81 137 

Candles 1364 979 

Solar 8 - 

Other 37 23 

 
A definite increase in electricity provision of almost 600 households since 
1996 is indicated.  This figure is, however, not yet sufficient and some 
households in newly developed residential areas struggle without electricity. 

 
3.8.15 Refuse 

 

Households 2001 1996 

Munic Weekly 1749 1514 

Munic Other 16 7 

Communal Dump 101 141 

Own Dump 1921 1173 

No Disposal 99 48 

 
3.8.16 Sanitation 

 

Households 2001 1996 

Flush Toilet 1312 1348 

Flush septic tank 584 - 

Chemical toilet 5 - 

VIP 527 - 

Pit latrine 163 509 

Bucket latrine 21 252 

None 1274 818 
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A positive indication in the table above is the decrease in pit latrines and 
bucket systems, directly linked to the project initiated by the Siyanda District 
Municipality, in order to improve sanitation systems in the district.  This is 
further evident in the increase in Flush Septic Tanks and VIP toilets since 
1996. 

 
3.8.17 Telephone 

 

Households 2001 1996 

Telephone and Cell phone in 
Dwelling 

346 - 

Telephone only in Dwelling 193 512 

Cell phone 480 - 

Neighbour 612 372 

Public Telephone 1430 1044 

Other - Nearby 176 658 

Other - Not Nearby 280 104 

No Access 368 235 

 
The whole area is served by Telkom and cell phone services are also 
available. Grootdrink and Groblershoop have automatic telephone exchanges, 
but the rest don’t have.  Automation of the telephone exchanges is therefore a 
priority in the area. 
 
Although not quite sufficient yet, a definite improvement in the accessibility of 
telecommunication in !Kheis Municipality is evident.  This is also linked to the 
increase in cell phone service providers. 

 
3.8.18 Water 

 

Households 2001 1996 

Dwelling 806 777 

Inside Yard 1902 1395 

Community Stand 543 350 

Community stand over 200m 200 - 

Borehole 38 75 

Spring 3 316 

Rain Tank 6 14 

Dam/Pool/Stagnant Water 40 - 

River/Stream 227 - 

Water Vendor 3 - 

Other 116 0 
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An increase appeared in the provision of water provision in dwellings and on-
sites, as well as community stands.  Water networks were installed and 
residents are mainly serviced with Pre-Paid Water on-site. 
 
Through the development and implementation of the Water Management 
Programme, the Municipality purposes to address the needs of individual 
households for easy access to good quality drinking water. And in this 
instance the water purification system that’s been upgraded seems to 
enhance the quality of water and the continuous/regular flow of water. 

 
3.8.19 Annual Household Income 

 

Households 2001 1996 

None 285 182 

R1 – 4800 422 66 

R4801 – 9600 1126 798 

R9601 – 19200 1048 1238 

R19201 – 38400 560 302 

R38401 – 76800 265 113 

R76801 – 153600 121 79 

R153601 – 307200 73 37 

R307201 – 614400 32 10 

R614401 – 1228800 11 - 

R1228801 - 2457600 3 - 

Over R2457600 4 - 

 
A concern to the municipality should be the large number of households 
(73%) still earning less than R19 600 per annum.  This has a direct influence 
on services delivery, service payment and economic growth. 
 

3.9 SOCIO ANALYSIS 
 

3.9.1.1 Health 
 

!Kheis Municipality has health facilities available in: 

 Groblershoop 

 Wegdraai 

 Topline 

 Grootdrink 

 Boegoeberg 
 

Each clinic has one (1) nursing sister and one (1) general nurse, but no 
services are available when the nursing sister isn’t on duty. The nearest 
hospital is 120km from Groblershoop. 

 No emergency services are available after hours or over weekends 

 Only two ambulance drivers and one ambulance is available.  The 
ambulance drivers work each day.  If one takes leave of work, the other 
one has to work alone. 
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 Sometimes, while the ambulance is on its way to Upington, emergencies or 
deaths occur, since no service is then available or because patients have 
to wait very long for the ambulance or due to the very long distance to the 
nearest hospital. 

 The clinic at Groblershoop is ±7km from the Community it must serve.  
Sick people struggle to walk 7km to the clinic. 

 The service hours of the clinics could be increased to 24 hours per day, but 
a shortage in staff makes this impossible. 

 The nursing sister at Wegdraai works 2 days per week at Wegdraai, 2 days 
at Topline and 1 day on the farms in the area.  If she isn’t available, the 
clinics are closed. 

 If the nursing sister takes leave from work, no services are available. 

 A medical doctor visits each clinic once a week for 2 hours. 
 

3.9.1 Social Services 
 

 Provided by an NGO, i.e. Child and Family Care 

 One Social Worker is currently not sufficient for the large area which needs 
to be serviced. 

 
General social problems include: 

 Statutory work with Juvenile offenders 

 Marriage problems 

 Counseling of molested children 

 Parental guidance groups for foster parents 

 Family violence –  Vulnerable Groups (women, children and old age) 
abuse 

 Removal of children 

 Therapy, e.g. Spelling therapy 

 Counseling 
 

The Communities are far from each other and without proper transport and a 
vehicle; proper social services can not be rendered. 

 
3.9.2 Sport and Recreation 

 

 Groblershoop has a sport stadium, but needs upgrading 

 Other towns and settlements have none or poor facilities 
 

3.9.3 Cemeteries 
 

Cemeteries are not organised and is currently being upgraded.  The 
possibility of the Municipality selling graves (holes) needs to be investigated. 
Alternative sites is been identified. 

 
3.10 LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND INSTITUTIONAL 

 
!Kheis Municipality (Northern Cape) was previously a Municipality, composed 
in terms of the Provincial Proclamation No. 46 of 1994 and amended by 
Provincial Proclamation N. 64 of 1994. The Municipality was established in 
September 2000 and is currently in the process of transformation in order to 
stabilise as a category B Municipality. The Municipality now has to fulfil 
functions that are unfamiliar (as indicated in the Municipal Systems and 
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Structures Acts).  !Kheis Municipality falls within the borders of the Siyanda 
District Municipality, as indicated in Annexure A.    

 
3.10.1 List Powers and Functions 
 

POWER AND FUNCTION 
PROVIDE 

SERVICE 
SPECIFY 

Air pollution No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Building regulations Yes  

Child care facilities No  

Electricity reticulation No ESKOM 

Fire fighting Yes Both district & local Municipal function 

Local Tourism No District fulfils this function  

Municipal Airport Yes Air strip in Groblershoop 

Municipal Planning Yes 
Need more than 5 years to address the 
municipal service backlog 

Municipal Public Transport No Not authorised to fulfil the function  

Pontoons and Ferries No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Storm Water Yes 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Trading regulations No District Municipality currently fulfil the function  

Water (Potable) Yes Only in part of the Municipal area 

Sanitation Yes In full municipal area 

Beaches and Amusement 
facilities 

No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Billboards and the display of 
advertisements in public places 

No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Cemeteries, funeral parlours 
and crematoria 

Yes 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Cleansing Yes 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Control of public nuisance No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Control of undertakings that sell 
liquor to the public 

No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Facilities for the 
accommodation, care and burial 
of animals 

No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Fencing and fences No 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Licensing of dogs No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Licensing and control of 
undertakings that sell food to 
the public 

No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Local amenities No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Local sport facilities Yes 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Markets No Local/District Municipal function  

Municipal abattoirs No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Municipal parks and recreation Yes 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Municipal roads Yes 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Noise pollution No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

Pounds No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 
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POWER AND FUNCTION 
PROVIDE 

SERVICE 
SPECIFY 

Public places Yes 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Refuse removal, refuse dumps 
and solid waste disposal 

Yes 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Street trading Yes 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Street lighting Yes 
Lack staff / financial resources to render full 
service 

Traffic and parking No Not adequate staff / financial resources allocated 

 
External environment 
 
!Kheis Municipality’s IDP Representative Forum acts as the link between the 
Communities and the Municipality.   
 
Internal environment  
See the Integrated Institutional Plan and organogram (Annexure G)  
 
Ms S M Jansen is currently the Mayor of the !Kheis Municipal Council, 
supported by 6 councillors.  One concillor from the !Kheis Municipality, also 
represents the Council as Councillor of Siyanda District Municipality.    

 
(a) Roles and Functions 
 

The roles and functions of the different structures and political office 
bearers, as enclosed in the Municipal Systems Act (Act 32 of 2000), 
haven’t been finalised yet. 

 
The following activities must still be completed:  

 Job Evaluation 

 Performance Management System 

 Delegations still to be filtered down 

 Spatial Integration 

 Zoning schemes  
 
(b) Technical Department 

 
The technical department doesn’t have the necessary capacity to render 
a sufficient service.  Since the expansion of the municipal boundaries, 
more pressure has been resting on this department.  Currently only an 
acting HOD: Technical Services is appointed. 
 

(c) Administrative Department 
 
This department functions under pressure due to the shortage of 
sufficient skilled personnel.  
 
 

4. DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES AND SHAPING OUR VISION  
 

Whilst the previous phase focused very much on the present (status quo) situation in 
each of the !Kheis Municipality as a whole, the strategy phase focuses on the future 
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through the setting of objectives, and also on how to get there by making use of 
developmental strategies.   
 
Therefore, the outputs of this phase, is the development of a vision for the municipality, 
as well as objectives and strategies linked to each of the previously mentioned issues.   
In order to develop the above-mentioned outputs during this phase, issues as 
identified and analyzed during the previous phase were now work shopped.  During 
this reviewed phase the PIMS-centre further assisted the Municipality in scrutinizing 
existing objectives and strategies, developed in the previous IDP Review phase, and 
to amend them accordingly.  Objectives and strategies were amended in order to 
comply with the “SMART” tool, i.e. Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and 
Timeous, as well as to be directly linked to an identified issue / priority need and lastly 
to be reflective of the whole municipal area. 
 
 
 
 
 

4.1 MISSION AND VISION STATEMENT 
 

The Vision of the !Kheis Municipality formulated as follows: 
“The development of an institution, focussing on transparent, loyal and effective 
service delivery to the residence of the !Kheis Municipal Area.” 
 
The Mission of !Kheis Municipality is as follows: 
 
„To promote economic development to the advantage of the communities within 
the boundaries of the !Kheis Municipality this will be done by the establishment 
and maintenance of an effective administration and a safe environment in order 
to attract tourists and investors to the area‟. 

 
 
4.2 DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES 
 

During the strategic planning sessions, the following general principles and values 
were identified as guidelines for the daily activities of the !Kheis Municipality: 
 
Healthy relationships 
 

 Transparency 
 

 A thorough knowledge of the community, which is served by the !Kheis 
Municipality, specifically with regard to the needs of that community. 
 

 The implementation of a development orientated approach to Local Government. 
 

 Discipline among officials and councillors 
 

 Effective communication – externally as well as internally among all the role-
players 
 

 Self-respect 
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 Building capacity among the staff and Community wherever possible in order to 
enable them to play an effective role in Local Government. 
 

 A responsibility towards all voters’ interest groups within the Councils’ district 
boundaries 
 

 The dissemination of information to all interest groups and within the 
organization itself, to empower everyone involved. 
 

 To have respect for the democratic principles demanded by law and set out by 
the Councils’ Code of Conduct 
 

 The following of the “Batho Pele” principles in the Councils’ approach to service 
delivery 

 
In all activities of the !Kheis Municipality  a continuous attempt will be made to keep 
these principles in mind. 

 
4.3 GOALS 
 

With the vision and the above principles as guidelines, the input and needs of the 
inhabitants as a base and the background information, which the Council already has, 
the following general development goals have been identified for the region: 

 

 !Kheis Local Municipality must deliver a positive contribution to the sustainable 
growth and development within its boundaries and the rest of the district and 
province. 

 

 The creation of a healthy and environmentally friendly environment within and 
outside of the Councils’  boundaries, must be attempted 

 

 The promotion of a safe and tourism friendly environment should be furthered in 
order to promote tourism and investor interest in the region. 

 

 The promotion of human resources within and outside the organization through 
training and the implementation of new technological aids. 

 
4.4 DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIVES 

 
The development objectives of !Kheis Municipality is directly linked to the mentioned 
issues in chapter three as follows: 
 
The purpose of a development objective is to indicate "what" needs to be obtained in 
order to achieve your vision based on the shortcomings identified during the analysis 
phase.   An objective needs to be formulated in order to address all the issues.   
During the workshops the Steering Committee and Representative Forum agreed on 
certain "working objectives” in order to focus on the following strategy phase. 

 
4.4.1 Priority Issues and Objectives 

 
As mentioned before, the initial list of priority issues were clustered and 
prioritised during this IDP Review process, and therefore objectives also had 
to be scrutinised accordingly.  The new developed objectives, informed by the 
initial list of issues and objectives are as follows: 
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4.4.1.1.1 Lack of a well organized and effective systems and implemented 
policies and plans to manage and serve the whole Municipal Area  

 

 To improve the capacity within the Municipality as well as to establish 
effective systems for management and rendering of sustainable 
services to the Community of !Kheis Municipality, by June 2011. 

 
4.4.1.2 Lack of proper and sufficient accommodation / housing 

 

 To provide 800 service sites and houses to communities within the 
whole !Kheis Municipal Area by June 2011. 

 
4.4.1.3 Lack of good quality roads infrastructure, including storm water 

systems as well as efficient transport system 
 

 To improve road infrastructure in the whole municipal area on an 
annual basis, in order to make communities more accessible to all 
residents, as well as to make public transport more efficient. 

 
 

4.4.1.4 Lack of proper and sufficient sanitation and sewerage systems to all 
Residents 

 

 To provide access for all the resident of !Kheis Municipality, to 
sanitation and sewerage systems, according to required standards, by 
June 2012. 
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PRIORITY ISSUES OBJECTIVES STRATEGIES 

1. Lack of a well organized 
and effective systems 
and implemented 
policies and plans to 
manage and serve the 
whole Municipal Area  

To improve the capacity 
within the Municipality 
as well as to establish 
effective systems for 
management and 
rendering of 
sustainable services to 
the Community of 
!Kheis Municipality, by 
June 2011 

 The restructuring of the human 
resources at the Municipality, including 
staff training and appointment of 
additional staff 

 Upgrading of the Administrative and 
Financial systems, including training on 
how to use these systems 

 Compilation of necessary strategic 
plans and policies to guide 
management and operations 

2. Lack of proper and 
sufficient water 
provision 

To provide access for 
all the resident of 
!Kheis Municipality, to 
clean drinking water, 
according to RDP 
standards, by June 
2011. 

 Provision of bulk,  

 Provision of external water supply 

 Upgrading of existing water networks 
and sanitation systems 

3. Lack of proper and 
sufficient 
accommodation/ 
housing 

To provide 800 erven 
and houses to 
communities within the 
whole !Kheis Municipal 
Area by June 2011. 

 Provision of basic serviced sites  

 Provision of low-cost housing 

 Provision of alternative housing 
schemes 

4. Lack of good quality 
roads infrastructure, 
including storm water 
systems as well as 
efficient transport 
system 

To improve road 
infrastructure in the 
whole municipal area 
on an annual basis, in 
order to make 
communities more 
accessible to all 
residents, as well as to 
make public transport 
more efficient. 

 Development of storm water systems 

 Upgrading of roads and streets 
infrastructure 

 Development of new roads and streets 

 Maintenance of existing roads and 
streets infrastructure 

5. Lack of proper and 
sufficient sanitation and 
sewerage systems to 
all residents 

To provide access for 
all the resident of 
!Kheis Municipality, to 
sanitation and 
sewerage systems, 
according to RDP 
standards, by 
June 2012. 

 Provision of sanitation up to the 
minimum NTOD standard  

 Upgrading of current sewerage systems 

 Provision of sufficient refuse removal 
sites 

6. Low levels of skilled 
people as well as high 
levels of poverty and 
unemployment 

To create an 
environment in which 
to empower the 
Community through 
capacity building and 
skills development, as 
well as for economic 
growth relating to the 
agricultural, mining 
and tourism sector, in 
order to reduce 
unemployment and 
poverty with at least 
5%, by June 2011. 

 Capacity Building of small and 
emerging farmers 

 Capacity building of youth  

 Skills Development programmes 

 Provision of necessary agricultural 
infrastructure and improved livestock 
production 

 Possible establishment of agri-
industries to add local value to 
agricultural products 

 Determining possibilities of mining in 
the area 

 Development, integration and 
management of the tourism industry 

7. Lack of quality health 
and emergency 
services and facilities 

To provide access to 
good quality health 
and emergency 
services for all the 
residents of !Kheis 
Municipality, by June 
2012. 

 Upgrading and improvement of health 
facilities and emergency services 

 Provision of new services 

 Equipping / capacity building of health 
personnel 

8. Lack of sufficient 
cemeteries.  

To provide adequ 
ate space by June 
2012, to bury all the 
diseased within the 
!Kheis Municipal Area.  

 Upgrading of existing cemeteries  

 Development of new cemeteries 

9. Proper planning and 
development of Opwag  

The township 
establishment of 
Opwag by June 2012, 
in order to plan and 
develop the towns to 

 Township Establishment of Opwag  
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4.4.1.5 Low levels of skilled people as well as high levels of poverty and 

unemployment 
 

 To create an environment in which to empower the Community 
through capacity building and skills development, as well as for 
economic growth relating to the agricultural, mining and tourism sector, 
in order to reduce unemployment and poverty with at least 5%, by 
June 2012. 

 
4.4.1.6 Lack of quality health and emergency services and facilities 

 

 To provide access to good quality health and emergency services for 
all the residents of !Kheis Municipality, by June 2012. 

 
4.4.1.7 Lack of sufficient cemeteries to cater for the increasing mortality rate 

 

 To provide adequate space by June 2012.  
 
 

4.4.1.8 Proper planning and development of Opwag  
 

 The township establishment of Opwag by June 2013, in order to plan `       
and develop the town to their full potential. 

 
4.4.1.9 Lack of sport and recreation facilities 

 

 To provide access to good quality Sport and Recreation facilities for all 
the youth and the rest of the community of !Kheis Municipality, by 
2012. 

 
4.4.1.10 Lack of sufficient and effective telecommunication systems 

 

 To Provide sufficient and effective access to communication systems 
for all residents of the !Kheis Municipality by June 2013. 

 
4.4.1.11 Lack of electricity provision to some of the residents 

 

 To provide access to electricity for all residents of !Kheis Municipality 
by June 2012. 

 
 

4.4.2 PRIORITY NEEDS AND ISSUES 
 
It is important to note that during this IDP Review Phases it was decided to 
review the initial list of needs, issues, and projects, and for the purposes of 
alignment between the different phases within the IDP, to cluster some of the 
issues.  Subsequently, and with the assistance of the PIMS-centre of the 
Siyanda District, objectives and strategies were also reviewed and amended 
to comply with the “SMART” tool, i.e. Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 
Realistic, and Timeous. 
 
For the purposes of this Reviewed IDP document, more focus was therefore 
placed on the amended Issues, Objectives, Strategies and Projects.  
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However, it is important to mention that none of the initial issues were left out 
during this round, since the process is driven by the Community.  Issues were 
only clustered and restructured to enhance strategic and integrated planning, 
which the IDP envisages to be. 
 
For more information regarding the original list of issues and projects as 
documented in 2003, please consult the IDP document of 2003/2004.  
 

4.5 Introduction 
Priorities were divided into the following Categories:  
 

a) Local Government and Institutional 
b) Infrastructure Development 
c) Community Development 
d) Spatial Development & Land Reform 
e) Local Economic Sector 

 
4.6 Needs and Issues per Town / Settlement 
 

Groblershoop Grootdrink Topline Wegdraai Opwag Gariep Boegoeberg 

 Housing 

 Sanitation 

 24hr Clinic 
Services 

 Job creation 

 Community 
Halls 

 Upgrading 
of streets 

 Storm water 

 Cemeteries 

 Housing 

 Sanitation 

 Public 
phones 

 Job 
creation 

 Speed 
Bumps 

 Street 
name 
boards 

 Measuring 
of erven 

 Storm 
Water 

 Sanitation 

 Clinic 
Services 

 Mobile post 
office 

 Public 
telephones 

 Job creation 

 School 

 Measuring 
of erven 

 Sport 
facilities 

 Street name 
boards 

 Electricity 
on 
sites/erven 

 Storm water  
 

 Housing 

 Sanitation 

 Public 
telephones 

 Financial 
help to 
emerging 
farmers 

 Sport 
facilities 

 Job 
creation 

 Surfing of 
erven 

 Electricity 
in new 
extension 
(partly 
resolved) 

 Street 
name 
boards  

 Storm 
water 

 Water 
Provision 

 Sanitation 

 Township 
Establishm
ent 

 Electricity 

 Housing 

 Cemeteries 

 Job 
creation 

 Public 
telephones 

 Storm 
Water 

 Housing 

 Sanitation 

 Water 
provision 

 Electricity 

 Storm 
Water 

 

 Housing 

 Sanitation 

 Mobile 
police  

 Better clinic 
services 

 Job creation 

 Mobile 
library 

 Speed 
bumps 

 Cemeteries 

 Storm water 

 Stop signs 
 

 
 

4.7 Needs and issues as identified by the IDP Representative Forum during this IDP 
Review Phase: 

 
For the purposes of this Reviewed IDP document, more focus was placed on the 
amended Issues, Objectives, Strategies and Projects.  However, is it important to 
mention that none of the initial issues were left out during this round, since the process 
is driven by the Community.  Issues were only clustered and restructured to enhance 
strategic and integrated planning, which the IDP envisages to be. 
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 Noted that a Revieved IDP Public Participation Process will take place from 28 April 
2010 –11 May 2010 in the varies areas of !Kheis Municipality. However it is been 
envisage that more of the community priority needs may be added.  
 
Issues as agreed upon by the IDP Steering Committee as well as IDP Representative 
Forum, for the IDP Review Process in !Kheis Municipality are as follows: 

 
1. Lack of a well organized and effective systems and implemented policies and 

plans to manage and serve the whole Municipal Area  
 

2. Lack of proper and sufficient water provision in some of the areas 
 

3. Lack of proper and sufficient accommodation / housing 
 

4. Lack of good quality roads infrastructure, including storm water systems as 
well as efficient transport system 
 

5. Lack of proper and sufficient sanitation and sewerage systems to all residents  
 

6. Low levels of skilled people as well as high levels of poverty and 
unemployment 
 

7. Lack of quality health and emergency services and facilities 
 

8. Lack of sufficient cemeteries to cater for the increasing mortality rate 
 

9. Proper planning and development of Opwag  
 

10. Lack of sport and recreation facilities in some of the areas 
 

11. Lack of sufficient and effective telecommunication systems 
 

12. Lack of electricity provision to some residential areas 
 

For more information please consult previous IDP’s. 
 
 
5. Establishing a 5-year focus: Our strategic agenda 
  
5.1 Legal context 

 
In accordance with section 25 of the Municipal System Act the Council must adopt a 
single, inclusive and strategic plan for the development of the Municipality, called an 
Integrated Development Plan (IDP) that: 

 

 link, integrate and co-ordinate plans and take into account proposals for the 
development of the Municipality,  
 

 align the resources and capacity of the Municipality with the implementation of 
the plan, 
 

 form the policy framework and general basis on which annual budgets must be 
based, 
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 be compatible with national and provincial development plans and planning 
requirements binding on the Municipality in terms of legislation. 

 
In addition it is a legal requirement that the IDP informs the budgeting process and 
requires Directorates to prepare Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plans 
(SDBIP). These plans which have a 3-year horizon with an annual action plan actually 
operationalise the IDP. Directorates SDBIP’s should therefore derive their strategic 
priorities directly from the IDP and convert these into actions/operations that need to 
be resourced, financially as well as the necessary human resources (including the 
capacity and expertise needed).   The IDP thus informs the allocation of resources 
(human, financial, equipment etc) as well as the budget – both operational and 
capital budgets. These strategic priorities flows from the analysis of the existing state 
of development in the Municipality and its vision– it also includes the input as received 
from the communities and stakeholder groupings through the IDP Representative 
Forum and individual submissions by ward councillors and other stakeholders. 

 
 

5.2 Assessing performance against our strategic priorities 
 

In this section we assess how well we have been able to address each of our strategic 
priority areas.  The purpose of this overview is to inform our new 5-year focus by 
building on our strengths and addressing our weaknesses. 

 
5.2.1 Development Programme 

 
 

5.3 STRATEGIES 
 

After understanding the present situation (issues) and setting targets for the future 
(objectives) the Municipality had to consider on how to reach those targets.  This was 
done through the development of appropriate strategies. These strategies are 
therefore directly linked to a specific issue and objective.  The following table indicate 
the Objectives and Strategies developed per issue. 

 
5.3.1 Lack of a well organized and effective systems and implemented 

policies and plans to manage and serve the whole Municipal Area  
 

 The restructuring of the human resources at the Municipality, including 
staff training and appointment of additional staff 

 

 Upgrading of offices and work equipment and physical work 
environment 

 

 Upgrading of the Administrative and Financial systems, including 
training on how to use these systems 

 

 Compilation of necessary strategic plans and policies to guide 
management and operations 
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5.3.2 Lack of proper and sufficient water provision 
 

 Provision of bulk,  
 

 Provision of external water supply to areas such as Brandboom and 
Topline 

 

 Upgrading of existing water networks and sanitation systems such as 
Topline, Grootdrink and Wegdraai. 

 
5.3.3 Lack of proper and sufficient accommodation / housing 

 

 Provision of basic serviced sites  

 Provision of low-cost housing 

 Provision of alternative housing schemes 
 

5.3.4 Lack of good quality roads infrastructure, including storm water 
systems as well as efficient transport system 

 

 Development of storm water systems 

 Upgrading of roads and streets infrastructure 

 Development of new roads and streets 

 Maintenance of existing roads and streets infrastructure 
 

5.3.5 Lack of proper and sufficient sanitation and sewerage systems to all 
residents  

 

 Provision of sanitation up to the minimum NTOD standard  

 Replacement of current sewerage systems (UDS) 

 Provision of registered and sufficient refuse removal sites 
 

5.3.6 Low levels of skilled people as well as high levels of poverty and 
unemployment 

 

 Capacity Building of small and emerging farmers 

 Capacity building of youth  

 Skills Development programmes 

 Provision of necessary agricultural infrastructure and improved livestock 
and food crops production 

 Possible establishment of agri-industries to add local value to 
agricultural products 

 Determining possibilities of mining in the area 

 Development, integration and management of the tourism industry 
 

 
5.3.7 Lack of quality health and emergency services and facilities 

 

 Upgrading and improvement of health facilities and emergency 
services 

 Provision of new health services, especially in Gariep and Opwag  

 Equipping / capacity building of health personnel 
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5.3.8 Lack of sufficient cemeteries to cater for the increasing mortality rate 
 

 Upgrading of existing cemeteries  

 Development of new cemeteries 
 

5.3.9 Proper planning and development of Opwag  
 

 Township Establishment of Opwag  
 

5.3.10 Lack of sport and recreation facilities 
 

 Upgrading of existing sport and recreation facilities 

 Provision of new sport and recreation facilities in Grootdrink, Gariep and 
Wegdraai 

 
5.3.11 Lack of sufficient and effective telecommunication systems 

 Upgrading of existing communication networks and systems 

 Establishment of new communication systems and networks, i.e. 
Cellphones 

 
5.3.11 Lack of electricity provision to all residents 

 

 Provision of electricity networks to those areas without network 

 Upgrading of communal transformators 
 
 
5.4 Key Performance Areas 
 

The Table below identify the critical elements within the five Key Performance Areas 
(KPA) the SPM have set for itself and to link it to the Directorate mainly responsible for 
the specific KPA although it should be recognised that it is a corporate function and 
responsibility lies with the Corporate Centre – the Executive Management Team. The 
table also attaches the proposed strategic objectives within each KPA with targets - 
including and linked to national and provincial objectives and targets.  The table 
therefore articulates the 5-year focus and priority emphasis in each one of the KPA’s. 

 
 

BASIC AND SUSTAINABLE SERVICE DELIVERY 

It is critical that priority be given 
to the implementation of the 
Alternative Service Delivery 
Framework. Not only to deal with 
the non-core functions of the 
Municipality but also to 
investigate alternative options of 
delivering on the core 
functions/services. The following 
issues emanating from the 
ASDF should receive priority 
attention: 
 

 Alternative option for the 
Fresh Produce Market 

 Alternative option for the 

The Directorates 
Infrastructure and Services 
and Community Development 
and Social Services is mainly 
responsible for this KPA. 

o To provide 100% of households 
with basic electricity by 2013. 

o To provide 100% of households 
with a metered water 
connection by 2012. 

o To provide 100% of households 
with basic sanitation by 2012. 

o To provide 100% of households 
with a weekly solid waste 
removal service by 2010 

o To ensure that 150 km of 
internal streets and acess roads 
are tarred by 2014 

o To reduce water losses to 15% 
by 2010 

o To have a 5-year Integrated 
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BASIC AND SUSTAINABLE SERVICE DELIVERY 

Resorts 

 Further investigations in 
terms of the priorities set out in 
the ASDF  
 
It has become clear from the 
analysis that the present service 
delivery framework of SPM is not 
financially sustainable. A 
strategic shift needs to be taken 
from the provision of new 
infrastructure to a more 
balanced provision of new 
infrastructure and the 
recapitalization, refurbishment 
and upgrade of aging 
infrastructure. In this regard it is 
crucial to prepare and implement 
the Long Term Infrastructure 
Maintenance and Operational 
Plan.  
 
New infrastructure, especially 
those related to housing, should 
be provided also in terms of 
what is financially affordable to 
the Municipality rather than just 
purely based on backlogs.  It is 
also imperative to determine the 
long term operational cost of 
providing new infrastructure and 
services. The provision of new 
infrastructure and services 
should also be prioritised and 
equitably provided according to 
areas of deprivation. 
 
A new strategic approach should 
also be taken in the provision of 
housing in line with the Human 
Settlement and Redevelopment 
Programme.  
 
Apart from providing low cost 
housing according to backlogs 
per the housing subsidy, 
attention should also be given to 
other segments of the housing 
market.  
 
Attention should be given to 
rental options as well as social 
housing in line with the Social 
Housing Policy for South Africa. 
In this regard close cooperation 
should exist between the Sol 
Plaaitjie Housing Company and 

Infrastructure and Assets 
Maintenance and Operations 
Plan in place by June 2011  – 
Sect 63 MFMA 

o To effectively and efficiently 
manage, operate and maintain 
SPM’s Infrastructure and 
Resources by 2011. 

o To ensure that all informal 
settlement areas are upgraded 
in accordance with the Human 
Settlement and Redevelopment 
Programme by 2011. 

o To ensure that residents live 
within 1 km from a cluster of 
public amenities by 2012. 

o To provide shelter for all by 2014 
based on current demographic 
projections. 
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BASIC AND SUSTAINABLE SERVICE DELIVERY 

the Municipality as well as the 
further development of the 
initiative and partnership 
between the Municipality, 
Provincial Government and 
Conkim (housing support from 
the Netherlands).  

 
 
 

MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFORMATION 

Elements of this KPA aim at 
transforming the municipality for 
improved performance and 
service delivery and should deal 
with the following types of 
change management: 
 
o Strategies for improving 

work methods; 
o Strategies for changing 

structures and organisational 
design; and 

o Strategies addressing 
behaviour, attitudes and 
values of staff. 

 
Developmental programmes 
cannot efficiently be 
implemented without having an 
appropriate organisational 
vehicle with which to do it. In 
order to achieve this the 
following interventions is 
urgently needed: 
 
o Core business analysis 
o System and processes 

improvement; 
o Business process 

engineering; and 
o Management systems 

development. 
 
The core business analysis has 
been done within the ASDF. 
Urgent attention however needs 
to be given in terms of the last 3 
bullets. This is partly addressed 
in the MIS Strategy (dealing 
mainly with management 
information systems) prepared 
for the Municipality but needs to 
be consolidated and integrated 

This KPA is 
the 
responsibility 
of the 
Directorate 
Corporate 
Services 
 
 
 

o To ensure that Management at all levels is 
100% representative and in line with the 
Employment Equity  Plan by 2010. 

o To ensure that the Job Evaluation System is 
100% implemented by 2011 financial year 

o To ensure 100% implementation of the Skills 
Development Plan by June 2010. 

o To ensure enhanced service delivery with 
efficient institutional arrangements by 2010. 

o To ensure the development and implementation 
of an Integrated Information Management 
System by 2011. 

o To ensure that efficient business processes and 
management systems is 100% in place and 
functional by 2011. 

o To ensure that the micro organisational 
restructuring is 100% complete by June 2010. 
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with proper business and 
management processes for 
implementation.   

 
 

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (LED) 

Implementation of the City Development 
Strategy linked to the review/implementation of 
the following strategic plans: 
 
o Spatial Development Framework 
o Local Economic Development Strategy and 

CBD Revitalisation Strategy 
o Galeshewe Urban Renewal Business Plan 
o Integrated Transport Plan 
o Poverty Alleviation Strategy 
 
In this regard it is important to ensure that 
funds be made available to either create the 
necessary human resource capacity in-house 
or to buy the necessary expertise in the open 
market. It speaks for itself that at the present 
allocation of funding and available human 
resource capacity SPM will not be able to 
deliver on this KPA. It has also been shown in 
analysis that without effective management of 
the declining economy and ensuring the that 
aging infrastructure are replaced and properly 
maintained, SPM will not be viable over the 

These issues 
mainly resort 
within the 
responsibility of 
the Directorate:  
Strategy, 
Economic 
Development 
and Planning. 
 

o To ensure local economic 
growth of 4% by 2014* 

o To half the present rate of 
unemployment by 2014* 

o To ensure that the Municipality 
procure 50% of its procurement 
budget to BEE and SMME 
Enterprises by 2011. 

o To reduce the number of 
households living in poverty by 
5% per annum 

 
NOTES 
The indicators linked to these 
objectives and targets are mainly 
outcome indicators for which SPM 
has not yet developed the 
necessary measuring instruments. 
It will be critical – as part of the 
LED initiatives to start to develop 
these tools in order to set 
benchmarks to measure against. At 
present it s not possible to know 
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long term and will not be able to in a 
sustainable manner deliver on its service 
delivery mandate. Issues that need urgent 
addressing through the Operational Budget 
(apart from the capital projects listed)  is to 
ensure capacity in the following crucial areas: 
 
o Urban Planning 
o LED Unit – strategic planning and 

negotiation capacity to source outside 
funding  

o Property Section 
o Intergovernmental relations and 

communication 
o Investor confidence   
 

whether any of the LED initiatives 
are making any in-roads to create 
economic development and 
whether impact is made to create a 
better standard of living for all. 
 
It is also doubtful whether the 
Municipality will be able to achieve 
the first two objectives based on 
the economic analysis in this 
document the present state of 
economic development in the 
municipal area. 
 
The National Framework for  
Local Economic Development 
(LED) in South Africa (released in 
August 2006)  promotes a strategic 
approach to the development of 
local economies and a shift away 
from narrow municipal interests 
focussed only on government 
inputs into ad-hoc projects. The 
application of the National Spatial 
Development Perspective (NSDP), 
Industrial Policy, ASGI-SA and the 
Provincial Growth and 
Development Strategies (PGDSs) 
through joint action with 
municipalities institutionalised in 
IGR forums is the driving force for 
local and hence national economic 
growth and development.  SPM 
cannot achieved achieve LED 
unilaterally. In this regard the 
initiatives in the proposed CDS are 
of utmost importance. 

 
 
 

MUNICIPAL FINANCIAL VIABILITY AND MANAGEMENT 

Elements in this KPA mainly 
centre on the sound financial 
management strategies of the 
Municipality in line with the 
MFMA. The financial strategy 
should define sound financial 
management and expenditure 
control as well as means of 
increasing revenues and 
external funding for the 
Municipality to achieve its 
development priorities and 
objectives. It should further 
address:  
 

 Revenue raising strategies 

 Asset management strategies 

This is mainly the 
responsibility of the 
Directorate Financial Services 
but each Directorate has 
certain financial management 
responsibilities ascribed to it 
by the MFMA.   

o To increase the payment level to 
95% by 2011 

o To reduce the administration cost 
to 35% by 2010 

o To spend at least 100% of the 
Capital Budget annually 

o To increase the municipal 
reserves by at least 1% per 
annum 

o To raise the Debt Coverage Ratio 
to 2:1 by 2010 

o Outstanding Service Debtors to 
Revenue (Target?)  

o Cost Coverage Ratio to (Target) 
by 2011 To ensure the effective 
management of the Operational 
Budget by 2011   
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 Financial management 
strategies 

 Capital financing strategies 

 Strategies that will enhance 
cost-effectiveness 

 Operational financing 
strategies 

 

 
 
 

GOOD GOVERNANCE AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

Elements of this KPA deals with issues such 
as managing the interface between politicians 
and the administration, inter-governmental 
relations and communication/interaction with 
stakeholders and communities. Issues to be 
addressed include: 
 

 External communication strategy 

 Inter-governmental relations strategy 

 Re-establishing the stakeholder 
consultative forum  

This KPA is mainly 
the responsibility of 
the Directorate 
Corporate Services 
 

o To ensure democratic and 
accountable governance by 
2010/11 by ensuring a 
qualified Audit Report 

o To establish structured public 
participation process for the 
different levels of planning 
and development processes 
of the Municipality by  June 
2010 

o T
o ensure that all wards have 
formally elected and 
functional ward committees 
by July 2010 

o To ensure that a 
comprehensive 
communication system is in 
place by July 2010 

o To ensure 75% satisfaction 
of residents and Councillors 
with frontline, face-to-face, 
telephonic and over-the-
counter service of the 
Municipality by 2011 

 
 

6. EXTENT AND DETAIL OF PROJECTS 

 

In the chapter detailed actions and projects, linked to costs, financial sources and time 
scales are discussed. 
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6.1 PROJECTS AND DESIGNS 
 

In the previous chapter (5) the main objectives of the Council and the community as a 
whole, were discussed. In order to reach these objectives and to address certain 
difficulties, we therefore look in detail at specific projects and actions, which are 
needed to achieve these objectives and to address all public input, problems etc. 
 
During this phase of IDP review, the existing list of projects2 was scrutinised, projects 
completed and those to be implemented in 2007/8 and 2008/9 were indicated, and 
those to be implemented in 2010/11, were designed according to the Logical 
Framework Approach. (see tables below) 
 
Please note that all projects currently implemented as part of the IDP for !Kheis 
Municipality, are located within the Municipality itself.  Therefore the projects 
implemented  only link to the Issues, Objectives and Strategies of !Kheis Municipality.  
For the purposes of these tables, projects are linked to the Issues, Objectives and 
Strategies developed for the Municipalityt. 
 

6.2 CompletedProjects 
 

PRIORITY AREA PROJECTS INDICATOR DATE COST 

1. Functioning of the 
Municipality 

Upgrading of financial 
systems 

Upgraded & more 
effective financial 
management 

2003/4 

n/a 

Improvement of 
administration systems 

Upgraded & more 
effective administration 

2003/4 
n/a 

Clarification of roles & 
functions 

Improved coordination & 
functioning 

2003/4 
n/a 

Training & capacity 
building of councillors 
& officials in the use of 
new systems 

Improved knowledge, 
implementation & 
effective functioning 

Ongoing 

R60,000/
a 

Upgrading of office 
equipment 

Improved service 
delivery 

2003/4 
n/a 

Upgrading of pay-
points 

Increase service 
delivery 
Increased community 
satisfaction 
Increased payment of 
services 

2003/4 

n/a 

                                                           
2
 For more information regarding the initial list of projects, please consult the IDP for 2003/4 
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PRIORITY AREA PROJECTS INDICATOR DATE COST 

2. Water Provision Pre-paid water meters 
in Grootdrink, Topline, 
Groblershoop & 
Boegoeberg 
 
 
 
Sternham Bulk Water 
Supply 
 
 
Gariep Bulk Water 
Supply 

Increased community 
satisfaction 
Improved service 
delivery 
 
 
 
To provide sustainable 
and quality water to the 
entire community 
 
To provide sustainable 
and quality water to the 
people of Gariep 

 
2002/3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2006/7 
 
 
 
2007/8 

R1,100,0
00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R 3 Mil 
 
 
 

R 2,4 Mil 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Sanitation Sewerage Provision of internal 
sanitation UDS in 
Boegoeberg, 
Groblershoop, 
Grootdrink, Topline, 
Wegdraai, Gariep on 
an emergency basis 
 
Groblershoop 
Oxidation Dam 

To make sanitation 
facility available on an 
ad-hoc  
(temporary) 

Ongoing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2007/8 

n/a 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R4,3 Mil 

Upgrading of sanitation 
truck 

Improved service 
delivery 

2007/8 
n/a 

4. Poverty / 
Unemployment 

Avail land for emerging 
farmers 
Bergplaas-G/Drink 
De Wittsville 
Kareelaagte 
Peplerplaas 

Improved local 
economic development 
Improved agricultural 
production 

2005/6/7/8 

R19,2 Mil 

5. Health / Emergency 
Services 

Upgrading of medical 
services & facilities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Upgrading of 
Groblershoop clinic 

Increased health 
Decrease in mortality 
rate 
Increased standard of 
living 
Increased accessibility 
to services 
 
Increased accessibility 
to services 
Improve the 
infrastructure 

2003/4 
 

 

 

 

2008/9 

n/a 

Upgrading of police 
services 

Increased safety & 
security 
Decrease in crime 
reports 

2003/4 
R 30 

000/a 

6. Sport / Recreation Sport stadium Decrease in crime 
Increase in youth 
participation 
Improved infrastructure 

2003/4 

n/a 
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PRIORITY AREA PROJECTS INDICATOR DATE COST 

Community Hall in 
Grootdrink & Topline  

Improved social welfare 
Improved community 
satisfaction 
Improved infrastructure 

2003/4 

n/a 

Upgrading of library 
services in Grootdrink, 
Groblershoop, 
Boegoeberg 

Improved accessibility to 
information 
Improved educational / 
literacy levels 

2003/4 

n/a 

Self help TV station 
 
Build of sportgrounds 
in Topline 
 
 
 
New mobile library in 
Topline 

Improved social welfare 
 
Improve infrastructure 
Decrease youth in crime 
Promote sport in the 
area 
 
Improve accessibility to 
information 
Improve literacy levels 

2002/3 
 
2008/9 
 

 

2009/10 

R 700 
000 
 

7. Telecommunication Installation of public 
phones in Topline, 
Grootdrink 

Improved 
telecommunication 
Improved service 
delivery 
Improved standard of 
living 

2003/4 

n/a 

Upgrading of external 
telecommunication 
network 

Improved infrastructure 
Improved capacity 
Improved 
telecommunications 

2003/4 

n/a 

8. Electricity Internal electrification 
of new residential 
areas: Topline, 
Grootdrink 

Improved standard of 
living 
Upgraded infrastructure 

2003/4 

n/a 

High mass Lighting for 
Groblershoop, 
Grootdrink, Wegdraai, 
Topline, Boegoeberg 
and Gariep 
 
 

Improved safety & 
security 
Improved infrastructure 

2008/9 

R 3,58 
Mil 
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6.3 Projects Planned (including unfunded projects) 
 

PRIORITY AREA PROJECTS DATE INDICATORS COST 
FUNDING 

SOURCES 
STATUS OF PROJECT 

1. Functioning of the 
Municipality 

Training & capacity building of 
councillors & officials 

Ongoing 
Improved knowledge, 
implementation & 
effective functioning 

R 120 000 
Internal 
External 

Internal & external 
training on SAMRAS.  

2. Water Provision 

Water Management Programme 

2004/5 
2005/6  
2006/7 
2007/8/9/1
0/11 

Improved infrastructure, 
water systems & 
operators 
Improved service delivery 
Improved standard of 
living 
Accessibility to water 
Improving of water quality 

R 3,9mil DWA 

Appointment of service 
provider. Implemented 
by Africon & Sedibeng 
Water Board.  

Upgrading of Brandboom and 
Topline Bulk Water supply 
 

2009/10/1
1 

Improved infrastructure 
and water supply 
Improved standard of 
living 

R 8,7mil 
DWA 
MIG 

Construction in process 

Upgrading of the canal from 
Boegoeberg dam until Matjies 
river 
 
 
Water service for 251 sites in 
Topline 
 
 
 
 

2007/8/9/1
0/11 
 
 
2009/10/1 
1 
 

 

 

Improved infrastructure 
Accessibility to water 
 
 
Accessibility to water 
within the RDP standards 
Improved standard of 
living 
 
 
 
 
 

Unknown 
 

R 
2,617,0087.1
0 
 
 
 

DBSA 
 
 
DGCHSTA 
 
 
 

Case study 
Business plan 
 
Business plan submitted  
 
 
 

3. Accommodation/ 
Housing 

Provision of subsidy housing in 
all towns 

2009/10/1
1 

Improved standard of 
living 
Improved shelter  

R1,4 Mil  DCGHSTA 

Business plan complete 
and submit 
EIA and Geo-tech in 
process 

Surveying & Registration of 800 
new sites 

2009/10 
Improved infrastructure 
Improved living standard 

R 1.8 m DBSA 
Surveyor appointed 
Development of SDF 
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PRIORITY AREA PROJECTS DATE INDICATORS COST 
FUNDING 

SOURCES 
STATUS OF PROJECT 

Building of 5 flats 2011/12 

Improved shelter 
Improved service delivery 
Improved standard of 
living 

R 250 000 
LOTTO / 
Internal 

Building plan & design 
completed 

4. Roads/Storm water/ 
Transport 

Managing of internal storm water 
in !Kheis area 

2008/9 
Upgraded infrastructure 
Improved service delivery 
Improved safety 

R 5 m DWAF / MIG Business plan submitted 

Upgrading of access roads and 
internal streets: 15km 

2009/10 
Improved infrastructure 
Improved safety 

R 20 m SANRAL Nearly completed 

Maintenance of internal roads by 
Provincial Dept. of Public Works 

Ongoing 
Improved safety 
Maintained infrastructure 

R 610 000 
Public 
Works 

Develop management 
according to priorities. 
Negotiations to expand 
current contract  

Erection of street name boards 
2009/10/1
1 

Improved tourism 
satisfaction 
Improved service delivery 

R 210 000 Internal 
Quotations were 
received, but funding is 
still a constraint 

Completion of the 1kilometre 
street in Street 

2008/9/10 
Improved safety 
Improved infrastructure 

R 500 000 EPWP 
Forward Business plan 
to EPWP unit 

5. Sanitation / 
Sewerage 

Building of new oxidation dams 
and network in Wegdraai, 
Grootdrink & Topline 

2008/9/10 
Improved infrastructure 
Improved service delivery 
Improved capacity 

R 20,227 663 MIG 
Business plans 
approved 
 

Identification of new refuse 
removal sites in Groblershoop, 
Boegoeberg 
Purchase of refuse truck 

2008/9/10/
11 
 
2010/11 

Improved health 
Improved service delivery 
Improved environmental 
health 

R 450 000 
 
 
 
R 500 000 

DWAF / MIG 
 
 
DWA/DBSA/
DM 

Completion of  business 
plan & submit to MIG 
registration of sites 

Upgrading of existing dumping 
sites in Wegdraai, Topline & 
Grootdrink  
Purchase of sanitation truck 

2008/9/10 
 
 
2010/11 

Improved Capacity 
Improved environmental 
health 
Improved service delivery 

R 300 000 
 

 
R 800 000  

DWAF / MIG 
 
DBSA/DM/L
M 

DWAF/MIG to approved 
business plan & 
registration of sites 

6. Poverty / 
Unemployment 

Develop a taxi rank for local and 
long distance taxi`s 

2009/10/1
1 

Improved image of town 
Improved road safety 

R 3 Mil EPWP 
Forward Business plan 
to EPWP unit 
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PRIORITY AREA PROJECTS DATE INDICATORS COST 
FUNDING 

SOURCES 
STATUS OF PROJECT 

Avail land for emerging farmers Ongoing 

Improved local economic 
development 
Improved agricultural 
production 

R 5 m Land Affairs 

Application for farm at 
Knyp & Opwag to be 
approved by Land 
Affairs 

7 Poverty / 
Unemployment 

Upgrading of infrastructure on 
farms 

2011/12/1
3 

Improved Agricultural 
production 
Improved land care 
Increase in Local 
economy 

R 1,050 000 
Internal/ 
SMIF/Land 
Care 

Ongoing maintenance 
on commonage farms. 
Business plan 
developed 

Water rights for emerging farmers Ongoing 
Increase service delivery 
Increased agricultural 
production 

Unknown 
DACE 
Internal 

Pre-planning 

Training & capacity building of 
farmers & emerging farmers 

Ongoing 

Improved Agricultural 
production 
Improved land care 
Increase in Local 
economy 

R 310 000 
Land Affairs 
SETA 

Analyse need for 
training and capacity 
building 

Sugar Packaging plant 2012/13 
Improve LED 
Decrease in 
unemployment 

R 3,2 m External 
Research & Planning to 
start. Feasibility study to 
be conducted 

Feasibility study to determine the 
potential of mining in the 
area 

Ongoing 
Mining sector developed 
to its full potential 

Unknown External 
Research & Planning to 
start. Feasibility study to 
be conducted 

Development of an Integrated 
Tourism Plan 

2010/11 

Tourism sector developed 
to its full potential 
Increase in tourism 
Increase in employment 
opportunities 

R 350 000 External Pre-planning 

Upgrading & Development of the 
Boegoeberg Dam and 
Volgraafsig Resort 

2011/12/1
3 

Increase in tourism 
Decreased 
unemployment 
Upgraded infrastructure & 
Management 

Unknown PPP Pre-planning 
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PRIORITY AREA PROJECTS DATE INDICATORS COST 
FUNDING 

SOURCES 
STATUS OF PROJECT 

Establishment of an information 
office, curio shop, museum 
etc. linked with routes to 
other attractions, i.e. 
German war graves 

2008/9/10/
11 

Increase in tourism 
Reduce unemployment 
Upgraded infrastructure 

Unknown PPP Pre-planning 

Development of Tourism 
accommodation with a 
cultural link 

2010/11 

Community ownership 
Increase in tourism 
Decrease in 
unemployment 
Upgraded infrastructure 

Unknown PPP Pre-planning 

8. Health / Emergency 
Services 

Upgrading of medical service & 
facilities in Sternham, Grootdrink, 
Boegoeberg, Topline & Gariep 

2008/9/10
/11 

Improved health 
Improved safety 

Improved access to services 

R 1,720 
000 

Dept of 
Health 

Negotiations with 
Department of Health  

9. Cemeteries 

Building of new cemeteries and 
upgrading in Groblershoop, 
Wegdraai,  
Boegoeberg,Topline and a 
Grootdrink 

2010/11 
 
 
2010/11 

Upgraded capacity 
Improved service delivery 

 
Improved service delivery 

R 64 000 
 
 

R 90 000 

Siyanda/ 
Internal  
 
Siyanda 

EIA in process  
 
 
EIA in process 

10. Planning & 
Development 

Township Establishment of 
Opwag  

2011/12 
Improved planning 

Improved infrastructure 
delivery 

R 900 000 DHLG Develop Business plan 

Development of a Land Use 
Management Plans/SDF 

2010/11 
Improved Land Use 

management 
R 200 000 Internal Pre-planning 

11. Sport / Recreation 

Upgrading of existing sport & 
recreation facilities in Topline, 
Wegdraai, Boegoeberg 

2010/11 
 

Decrease in crime 
Increase in youth 

participation Improved 
infrastructure Improved 

social welfare 
Improved public satisfaction 

R 460 000 
each 

LOTTO 
Funding transferral from 
LOTTO needs to take 
place (one facility). 

Upgrading of library services in 
Topline, Wegdraai, Grootdrink & 
Boegoeberg 

2009/10/1
1 

Improved accessibility to 
information 

Improved educational / 
literacy levels 

R 29 000 
Sport, Arts & 
Culture 

Developing of business 
plan 
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PRIORITY AREA PROJECTS DATE INDICATORS COST 
FUNDING 

SOURCES 
STATUS OF PROJECT 

New development of Sport & 
recreational facilities in Gariep, 
Wegdraai, Grootdrink & Opwag 

2010/11/1
2 

Decrease in crime 
Increase in youth 

participation Improved 
infrastructure Improved 

social welfare 
Improved public satisfaction 

R 500 000 
each 

LOTTO 
Business Plans need to 
be submitted 

Radio station for the Community 
 
 

2010/11/1
2 

Improved accessibility to 
information 

Improved social welfare 
Improved public satisfaction 

 
 

Unknown 
Internal / 
External 

Negotiations are in 
process between 
Siyanda DM and !Kheis 
LM 

12.Telecommunication 
 
 
 
 
 

Installation of Public Phones in 
Wegdraai, Gariep, Opwag, 
Boegoeberg 
 
 
Upgrading of the Vodacom 
network system 

2008/9/10
/11/12 
 
 
2010/11 

Improved telecommunication 
Improved service delivery 
Improved standard of living 

Unknown 

TELKOM 
 
 
Vodacom 

Negotiations need to 
happen between the 
Municipality & TELKOM 

12. Electricity 

Internal electrification of 
Boegoeberg, Duineveldt, 
Wegdraai, Topline and Grootdrink 

2008/9/10
/11/12 

Improved safety & security 
Improved infrastructure 

R 5.6mil  DE/NER Completed 

Internal electrification of new 
residential development for 
Gariep 
 
Internal Electrification of Gariep 
and Opwag 

2010/11/1
2 
 
 
2009/10/1
1/12/13 

Improved standard of living 
Improved infrastructure 
 
Improved standard of living 
Improved infrastructure 

R 380 000 
 
 
 
 

R 250 000 
 
 

DE/NER 
 
 
DE/NER 

List of backlogs has 
been forwarded to 
Escom 
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7. Legally Required Sector Plans  
 

During the first 5-year IDP various legally required sector plans were completed of 
which some are either in the process of being reviewed or will be reviewed during the 
2009/10 financial year depending on whether the necessary resources can be secured 
to complete these plans. 
 
The last phase of the compilation of an IDP includes the integration of the planned 
projects. This happens with the comparison of the various actions as planned and the 
merging of all actions which have an influence on, or are carried out by a specific 
department or section within the local government as an independent sector program, 
as prescribed by the IDP and/or other legislation. 
 
The aim of this phase is to ensure that the individual sectoral programmes are in line 
with the strategic guidelines established earlier in the IDP process in order to address 
the involved community needs. The eventual aim is to align each of the following 
sectoral plans / programmes with each other. 
 
Below is a summary of the status of all legally required sector plans. The complete 
documents are available.. 
 
continue to ensure gender equity in its own organisation but when it is responsible for 
the implementation of projects gender equity will be a priority.  
 
Policies pertaining to these two issues are applicable in all tender procedures of the 
Municipality. 

 
7.1 WATERSERVICES DEVELOPMENT PLAN3 
 
 

According to the assessments made by DWAF on WSDP’s developed over the last 
three years, the requirements weren’t met and correct procedures weren’t followed in 
the development of initial WSDP.  According to DWAF, Municipalities need to be much 
more active in the development and compilation and need more public and political 
participation.  The latest is therefore that Municipalities will have to develop and in 
some cases redevelop their own WSDP.  DWAF appointed Ninham Shand and 
Octagonal Development to only assist Municipalities in the phases where they lack 
capacity.  The idea of DWAF is to involve key role-players in the process and to base 
it on the IDP process.  The team, lead by the Mayor, would take the form of a soccer 
team 

 
7.2 FINANCIAL PLAN 
 

A Financial Plan addressing the implementation of the MFMA in the Municipality has 
not been developed yet and should receive urgent attention.  This plan needs to 
identify measures for qualified audit reports as well as strategies to increase revenue 
and other income. It also needs to address the capital shortfall in the budget linked to 
delivering services according to the IDP. 

 
7.3 CAPITAL INVESTMENT PLAN 
 

In developing the Capital Investment Programme, it was again interesting to note that 
most of the investment is still needed in infrastructure related projects, i.e. roads, 
water and sanitation.  This is reflected in the backlog in terms of services. 

                                                           
3
 For more information of the WSDP, please consult the !Kheis Municipality 
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The total investment needed for IDP projects is particularly high.  It is furthermore 
most unlikely for all projects to receive all the necessary funding for implementation.  
However, it does provide a realistic picture of the backlog in terms of services and 
facilities and the general high poverty levels of the !Kheis Community. 

 
7.4 MUNICIPAL ACTION PLAN 
 

The Development of an implementation plan indication each activity in the IDP as well 
as basic Municipal Maintenance & Operations, linked to responsible persons, 
timeframes and targets, are not yet developed. This need to receive urgent attention in 
order to effectively perform as an organisation. 

 
INTEGRATED INSTITUTIONAL PLAN 

 
An Institutional Plan indicating staff component as well as possible vacancies has not 
yet been developed. The urgent development of this plan is crucial for the 
development of the organisation. 

 
7.5 INTEGRATED MONITORING AND  PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 

The system is currently being reviewed and improved to make implementation easier.  
Implementation will start in the next financial year. The first evaluation is envisaged to 
take place in the first quarter of the next financial year. The PMS would have to 
constantly be aligned to the NSDP, PGDS as well as the IDP of Siyanda District 
Municipality. It therefore includes KPA’s and KPI’s with set targets to measure the 
performance of the organisation according to the IDP implementation, as well as 
individual PMS. 

 
7.6 SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK 
 

Currently National Department of Land Affairs are developing guidelines for the 
development of Spatial Development Frameworks.  This is the result of assessments 
made on already developed Frameworks, which weren’t addressing all the relevant 
issues.  The development of this framework on District Level in Siyanda is receiving 
the necessary attention and hope to kick-start in the next review phase. 

 
7.7 LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN / STRATEGY 
 

Due to lack of capacity and alignment with the District LED Plan resulted in the non 
finalization of LED of Local Municipality. However a LED Framework is been drafted. 
This will enhance the LED process. 

 
7.8 INTEGRATED TOURISM PLAN 
 

A Tourism Master Plan is currently being developed on Provincial level, and as soon 
as completed, !Kheis Municipality would give attention to the developing of a local 
Tourism Plan, informed by the Provincial plan.  

 
7.9 DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 

Definite strategies need to be compiled into the existing Plan in order to address the 
issue of Disaster Management within the Municipality.  This would need to happen 
with the assistance and capacity building from the District Municipality, as well as the 
Department of Local Government and Housing. 
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The development of this plan on district level is receiving the necessary attention at 
present and the Disaster Management Plan for the whole of Siyanda District 
Municipality is envisaged to be developed in the next financial year.  This plan needs 
to identify pro-active strategies in preventing disaster as well as a Risk Analysis on all 
possible development in Siyanda District Municipality. 

 
7.10 HIV/AIDS STRATEGY 
 

The Mayor of the Municipality need to actively drive the process of completing an 
HIV/AIDS strategy to address the issue within the Municipal Area.  Department of 
Health could also play a leading role in this development. 

 
7.11 INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 

Due to lack of time and resources, it was decided that for this Reviewed Phase, this 
plan could not be developed.  However, with the assistance from the PIMS-centre, the 
development of an Integrated Environmental Management Plan for the whole Siyanda 
District Area, will receive the necessary attention during the next financial year. 

 
7.12 INTEGRATED WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 

Due to lack of time and resources, it was decided that for this Reviewed Phase, this 
plan could not be developed.  However, with the assistance from the PIMS-centre, the 
development of an Integrated Waste Management Plan for the whole Siyanda District 
Area, will receive the necessary attention during the next financial year. 

 
7.13 POVERTY REDUCTION AND GENDER EQUITY PLAN 
 

Currently the Municipality hasn’t yet developed a policy on these two very critical 
issues.  However, the Municipality accepts all National and Provincial policies and will 
continue implementing them.   
 
As mentioned before, most of the investment is needed in, and will probably go to 
infrastructure related projects, directly influencing poverty alleviation.  The focus on 
poverty alleviation and reaching its objectives as determined during the IDP process 
will therefore be of utmost importance to the Municipality.    
 
Gender equity is not only part of the transformation of this Municipality but also very 
critical to eradicate the imbalances of the past.  This Municipality will not only continue 
to ensure gender equity in its own organisation but when it is responsible for the 
implementation of projects gender equity will be a priority.  
 
Policies pertaining to these two issues are applicable in all tender procedures of the 
Municipality.   

 
8.  CONCLUSION 
 
8.1 OVERVIEW OF THE IDP PROCESS 
 

Although the IDP process was a new concept for the officials as well as the 
community, its importance as a mechanism to manage a community-driven and 
developmental-orientated local government was thoroughly understood. Because of 
this the officials and members of the community worked in great earnestness on the 
plan.  
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Since this is the second reviewed IDP for Siyanda District Municipality and its District 
Management Area, it is possible that some shortcomings or gaps still occur, which will 
be improved or eliminated in the next round.  

 
8.2  REVISION AND UPDATING 
 

The Integrated Development Planning is a dynamic process which does not stop with 
the completion of the document or its approval and submission to provincial 
governments, but actual implementation only start then. This document will therefore 
serve as a basis from which annual planning and reviewing will take place. 

 
8.3  ASPECTS WHICH NEED ATTENTION  
 

Currently the IDP document has certain aspects which still need to be completed 
within the near future, as indicated in Chapter 5.  Some of these aspects have been 
started and as soon as completed, would form part of this document.    
 
The compilation of an IDP for any town or area is a dynamic process, which doesn’t 
necessarily end with the completion, approval and submission of a document.  It is 
only the start of the new way of working towards future planning of the respective 
area.  As the current actions are completed, new needs arise and new objectives need 
to be formulated to address these needs.  This document therefore, serves as the 
foundation on which annual building and planning must take place.   
 
In future review processes, more attention should be given to the Integration Phase of 
the document, as well as to monitoring of the effective and successful implementation 
of projects.    
 
On national level it has been pointed out to almost all local authorities need to focus 
more of their planning on: 

 
a) Environmental issues,  
b) Alignment especially with regard to government departments and  
c) Sustainability of projects and programmes.  

 
With this in mind this municipality already attempted to address some of the above-
mentioned gaps in this IDP review process and are committed to continuing doing so 
in order to enhance developmental local government. 


